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Abstract

The goal of this thesis is to introduce a new solution to detecting and resolving 

deadlocked mobile agents and study the properties related to detecting a deadlock in 

simple resource model environment.

To do that, we will consider the problem of deadlocks and the additional compli

cations created by the nature of mobile agents. We will also discuss the traditional 

solutions for deadlock detection and finally we will analyze the currently known so

lution for detecting and resolving deadlocked mobile agents.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The mobile agents technology introduces new challenges in the distributed computing 

field. In many distributed applications and algorithms there exist a strong relation 

between the code and data which leads to various assumptions that may no longer 

be valid when mobile agents are involved.

Distributed deadlock detection is one of these challenges mentioned when mobile 

agents are involved. Traditional distributed algorithms make various assumptions in 

relation to the ordering of messages and the location and the ability to locate both 

the code and the data (namely the process and resources). In addition, they usually 

assume that the messages will make it to its destination safely and in the order sent.

Mobile agents as they roam in the network move from one host to the other seeking 

the resources they need. In addition, their speed of migration varies due to various 

factors including the processing power of the host they recently migrated to and the

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

network congestion at the new location. Mobile agents are also prone to failures since 

they are faced with various possibilities to fail including faulty environments or hosts 

that go down or get rebooted while hosting this agent.

Traditional distributed deadlock detection techniques runs short when it comes to 

detecting deadlocked mobile agents. When mobile agents become deadlocked due to 

the creation of a circular resource/agent dependency chain they may not be reachable 

directly because their current location may be unknown to the given host. Traditional 

techniques rely on the assumption that the both the resource and the locking process 

remain stationary where their location is known. As a result, when mobile agents are 

involved, the mobile agents themselves need to take active role in initiating deadlock 

detection cycles as well as taking part in coordinating resource usage and making 

themselves reachable in some cases such that a deadlock situation can be resolved.

Today, there are few published algorithms that are referred to as mobile agents 

deadlock detection algorithms. However, these algorithms only utilize mobile agents 

or mobile-agents-like probes to detect deadlocks of static processes and resources. 

This categorizes these algorithms as traditional distributed deadlock detection al

gorithms as they do not address the issues related to locking process’s mobility for 

example. In addition, these algorithms continue to be based on assumptions that 

are not suitable for resource-consuming mobile agents (also referred to as consumer 

agents) . Examples of such assumptions include message ordering and error-free com

munications.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

There exists only one known solution that specifically addresses deadlocked resource

consuming mobile agents. This solution presented by Ashfield et al. [2, 3], as “Dead

lock Shadow Agent Approach” (SA) specifically addresses distributed deadlock de

tection issues related to deadlocked consumer mobile agents including mobility, fault 

tolerance, and the inability to assume message ordering for deadlock detection. This 

algorithm however did not totally escape some of the traditional assumptions; for 

example: assuming global pre-set unique priorities for consumer agents in order to 

resolve deadlocks in a fashion similar to traditional process based distributed dead

lock detection and resolution algorithms. In addition, this technique although will 

successfully detect and resolve deadlocked mobile agents can prove to be an overkill 

to utilize in terms of processing power and resource utilization. In particular, it 

can be unbounded in absence of deadlocks. The deadlock shadow agent approach is 

described in more details in a later chapter.

1.1 Framework

This thesis is intended to study and provide a new solution for detecting and resolving 

deadlocked mobile agents. Within this framework, mobile agents can lock resources 

and then move within the network to new location.

In doing so, this work is presented for the single-resource model of deadlocks as 

described in sections 2.2.2 and 5.1.1 and with basic assumptions of two-phase-locking, 

error-free communication, and no spontaneous aborts of blocked mobile agents.
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CH APTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4

1.2 C ontributions

In this thesis we will introduce a new technique to detect and resolve deadlocked 

consumer agents in addition to partially avoid the formation of new ones. We will 

mainly emphasize the following properties in designing this solution:

•  Bounded cost solution that is capable of detecting if there is or there is not a 

deadlock.

•  Equal consumer agent rights (i.e., no consumer agent priorities)

• Optimized resource usage and detector agent migration

• Total absence of global coordination protocols or entities that can attem pt to 

oversee the correctness of the algorithm

In doing so, the proposed algorithm is inspired by edge chasing algorithms as described 

in later chapters where we do not attem pt to create a global view of the blocked agents 

but rather rely on a detector agent detecting a cycle as it visits a consumer agent 

twice. In addition, as a deadlock detection algorithm executes, it creates a list of 

known deadlock-causing resources to avoid in order to prevent the creation of a new 

deadlock. This list remains a partial list and is intended to improve performance by 

minimizing deadlock occurrences though not totally preventing them.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5

1.3 O rganization

Chapter 2 of the thesis is dedicated to providing background and necessary overview of 

mobile agents and deadlocks. This chapter provides definitions of mobile agents, their 

properties, advantages and disadvantages in addition to issues related to their imple

mentation and usage. In addition, in Chapter 2 we discuss deadlocks and provides 

the properties necessary for their existence. This chapter also highlights some misin

terpretations to what is a deadlock, provides a classification for models of deadlocks, 

describes various techniques to handle deadlocks, types of distributed algorithms used 

to detect and resolve these deadlocks, and finally defines the various types of false 

deadlocks that could be wrongfully detected by deadlock detection algorithms.

Chapter 3 contains the analysis of the currently known mobile agents deadlock de

tection algorithm namely “Deadlock Shadow Agent Approach (SA)” . In this chapter 

we analyse the algorithm, highlight its properties as well as its advantages and short

comings. Chapter 4 of this thesis is dedicated to describing the proposed solution 

and explaining how it is implemented. In addition, this chapter provides a formal 

description pseudo code and an example of this algorithm’s typical execution.

Finally, Chapter 5 is dedicated to providing an analysis of the propsed solution 

in terms of correctness, complexity, and comparison with previous solution while the 

final Chapter 6 provides a summary of main contributions submitted in this work.
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Chapter 2

M obile Agents and Deadlocks

2.1 M obile A gents

Networked and mobile computing has became a basic everyday technology particu

larly with the growth of broadband access and the usage of mobile telephony. Today 

we are using various mobile applications so transparently that we often do not think 

about it. Applications like web based services and internet shopping have become 

an everyday task for many people around the globe as access to broadband internet 

access, wireless networks, and wireless devices has been almost doubling yearly (it is 

estimated that global sales Wi-Fi enabled laptops has moved from about 9 million in 

2003 to 35 million in 2005. it is projected by industry analysts that this number will 

exceed 60 million by the year 2008).

As the booming in networked and mobile society is continuing, so is the need

6
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CH APTER 2. MOBILE AG ENTS AND DEADLOCKS 7
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Figure 2.1: Growth in WiFi Device Sales

for applications and services that are capable of coping with the demands of this 

new world and the need for bandwidth optimization to support the industry’s infras

tructure and the high demand for bandwidth. In the effort to find more bandwidth 

efficient schemes and solutions, it has been recognized that the volume of data being 

processed is becoming larger and larger and with the traditional approaches where 

code remains static and data is being transm itted to be processed a significant amount 

of bandwidth and resources are being scarified. An early approach to over come this 

issue was the use of remote procedure calls which became the foundation of the client- 

server concept. In this approach, clients send requests to remote code located on a 

server and get the result back. However this has various drawbacks as it causes 

many transactions on the network and it is dependant on the network’s continuous 

connectivity.

Another approach that attempts to solve the issues with client-server computing is 

the mobile agent technology.This technology attem pts to remove the notion of clients 

and servers and as a result minimizes or eliminates the request/response mechanism of
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CHAPTER 2. MOBILE AG ENTS AND DEADLOCKS 8

the client-server architecture saving significant bandwidth which is a valuable resource 

for distributed applications [51, 58]. the commonly it is defined as ”An independent 

program which executes on behalf of a user and which moves in the network to perform 

its function” [58].

2.1.1 M obility

Process migration is the term traditionally used to describe the concept of moving 

processes from one place to the other [49]. This term has existed for as long as 

distributed computing has and it refers to systems where processes are moved due 

to the distributed operating system’s decision to move a process from one location 

to another for reasons that may include fault tolerance, load balancing, or parallel 

processing. In other words, processes in such systems do not move due to their own 

desire to move but due to the system’s decision to do so. On the other hand, with 

Mobility the when and where decision to move is done by mobile agents and executed 

via the hosting environment.

Evolution Of M obility

The Evolution path for mobility has started with the networked computing. As 

computers became interconnected it created the desire to move entities and objects 

between computers. First, it was the movement of simple data which led to moving 

the execution control along with the code and the execution environment. In this 

way mobility has evolved in the following main steps [6]:
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CH APTER 2. MOBILE AGENTS AND DEADLOCKS 9

1. Mobility of files: Where files can be transferred from one machine to another 

for processing. For example FTP protocol.

2. Remote procedure calls (RPC): Remote procedure calls extends the execution 

control to another machine in order to evaluate and process the data sent to 

the remote machine. RPCs are in essence a function call where the function 

resides on a remote machine and where the calling function waits for the result 

to be returned from this function call.

3. Remote evaluation(RE)/code on demand (COD): As an evolution to RPCs, 

came the idea of moving code to remote machine. In this case, code is sent to 

a remote machine for execution. An example of this evolution is HTML based 

code.

Cabri et al.[6] summarizes the different evolutions of mobility in the following 

table:

M obility Local H ost R em ote Host
RPC control processor, code
Remote evaluation code processor, resources
Code on demand processor, resources code

Table 2.1: Different evolutions of mobility

Types Of M obility

Today’s mobile objects are becoming more complex than a few lines of code or few 

kilobytes of data. Both active objects and mobile agents are a good example of such 

objects and when considering the mobility of such complex objects, we must take into
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CHAPTER 2. MOBILE AG ENTS AND DEADLOCKS 10

consideration that we need to consider their execution state and data stack. In doing 

so, two kinds of mobility have to be distinguished:

• Weak: Weak mobility allows the migration of both code and the values of its 

variables. After migration, the data and variable values are preserved while the 

agent is restarted which causes the execution to start from the beginning or 

from a specific method. Implementation of weak mobility is possible in Java by 

means of object serialization using either sockets or RMI.

• Strong: In that case, both the code and the entire execution state of the object 

are being moved allowing the execution to resume from exactly the same point 

where is was stopped before migration. Implementation of strong mobility using 

languages like Java would require special modifications to allow for the the 

ability to extract and serialize the stack and execution counter along with the 

object [6].

2.1.2 Definitions

Different authors and researchers in the agent technology have proposed many defi

nitions for what is an ’’Agent”. Some of these proposed definitions are as follow:

“What I take to be the characteristics of a mobile agent system include

• Use of active objects-that is, objects that move from place to place 

and, when they arrive at a place, can obtain a thread of control 

automatically;
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• Interaction with various environments to find out information or per

form actions on those machines;

• Ability to obtain information or performs actions on behalf of the 

person who sent the agent out on the network;

• Ability to, after doing its work, report the work’s results to the re

questing person; and

• Ability to make decisions on behalf of the person it represents.”

(J. Waldo, [55]).

“Mobile agents are actually programs that can move from one host 

to another. They can initiate their own transfer by executing a special 

instruction in their code ” (Hong Wang et al, [56]).

“A mobile agent is a program that can migrate from one networked 

computer to another while executing ” (William Farmer et al., [17]).

”A mobile agent consists of a self-contained piece of software that 

can migrate and execute on different machines in a dynamic networked 

environment, and that senses and (re)acts autonomously and pro-actively 

in this environment to realize a set of goals or tasks” (Ravi Jain et al, 

[31]).

“An independent program which executes on behalf of a user and which 

moves in the network to perform its function” (D. Wong, [58]).
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“A Mobile Agent is specialized in that in addition to being an inde

pendent program executing on behalf of a network user, it can travel to 

multiple locations in the network. As it travels, it performs work on behalf 

of the user, such as collecting information or delivering requests” [29].

“An intelligent mobile agent is a computer program which can inde

pendently or semi-independently perform tasks which the operator could 

not perform on his own because of the time or effort required for the 

task” (Frew et al, [20]).

“Mobile Agents are computer programs that act autonomously on 

behalf of the user, and travel through a network of heterogeneous ma

chines” (Pleisch et al, [46]).

“Mobile Agents are programs with persistent identity which move 

around a network on their own volition and can communicate with their 

environment and with other agents” (M. Jazayeri et al, [32]).

“Mobile agent is a computer program that acts autonomously (inde

pendently) on behalf of a person or organization. It is not bound to the 

system where it begins execution. It has the unique ability to transport it

self from one system in a network to another. When a mobile agent moves 

or is moved to another place, its code and execution states also move with 

it. After it reaches a new place, the mobile agent will restart execution 

from where it stopped with the execution states it had at moving. The
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CHAPTER 2. MOBILE AG ENTS AND DEADLOCKS 13

re-execution time point is determined by the functionality of that agent” 

(Dianlong Zhang, [59]).

“A mobile agent is an autonomous program that can move from ma

chine to machine in a heterogeneous network under its own control. It 

can suspend its execution at any point, transport itself to a new machine, 

and resume execution on the new machine from the point at which it left 

off. On each machine, it interacts with service agents and other resources 

to accomplish its task, returning to its home site with a final result when 

that task is finished.” (David Kotz et al, [35]).

2.1.3 Characteristics Of M obile Agents

As described in previous section, it is obvious that there is not one agreed upon defi

nition of what is a mobile agent, However, the following properties are an acceptable 

as a common ground for the main 'philosophy ’ [12, 40]:

•  Autonomy: The agent keeps the knowledge of internal state as it migrates, and 

it is in control of its actions including decisions to where and when to migrate.

•  Sociality: The agent is capable on interacting with other parties in the system 

and exchange information and updates. These parties include:

-  Local environment: In order to avoid the problems of the client/server as

sociated with data transfer, Mobile agents move to new local environment 

in order to process data and access resources. In doing so, they require to
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CHAPTER 2. MOBILE AGENTS AND DEADLOCKS 14

interact with the local environment to allocate resources and accomplish 

their task.

— Other agents: Mobile agents need to communicate among each other in 

order to share knowledge and information that would allow for coordination 

and decision making between agents, almost all mobile agents platforms 

offers means of communication between various mobile agents although 

there is the issue of mobile agents being able to agree to ‘meet’ due to 

their mobility.

-  Users: Mobile agents need to communicate their results back to the initiat

ing users when their task is completed. In some cases this is being done via 

a dedicated agent at the user’s environment that receives the information 

from other mobile agents and handles the presentation task for the user

•  Reactivity: The agent may act in response to environment changes.

•  Proactivity: The agent pursues its goal when there is a possibility and oppor

tunity to do so.

• Migration: Migration is one of the main distinguishing characteristics of mobile 

agents as their code does not require to be executed to the end on one single 

host. In addition, due to the mobile agents’ autonomy characteristics, they have 

control on the decision of when to move and where.

•  Data Acquisition: Mobile agents interact with other parties in the system to 

acquire information in order to achieve their tasks. This acquired information 

gets processed by the mobile agent or it could be carried to be forwarded to
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CHAPTER 2. MOBILE AG ENTS AND DEADLOCKS 15

another entity. The mobile agents may also carry the resulting information 

resulting from processing data in a given local environment.

• Route Determination: Mobile agents’ decision to migrate is mostly driven by 

the need to acquire further data or resources. The decision of where to migrate 

next is derived by one of three methods:

— Predetermination: In this case, the mobile agent is given a travel itinerary 

to follow when the agent is launched. This approach is used in many cases 

when there is a need to carefully plan resource usage or when there is a 

need to plan the order or nodes visited due to given dependencies outside 

the mobile agent’s scope of decision making.

— Dynamic determination: This method provides the mobile agent with com

plete freedom of choice as where to go next. The decision to choose a node 

can be based on the mobile agent’s acquired knowledge as a result of its 

own information processing or via knowledge sharing with other agents 

in the system etc. It can also be a random decision at times when not 

much information is known to where is the best node to migrate to. The 

dynamic determination approach is particularly useful in large networks 

environments and in agents who are mostly concerned with data mining 

like web indexing agents for example.

— Hybrid determination: As the name implies, this method is a hybrid of 

the two previously discussed methods. In this case, the agent is provided 

with a visit (or avoid) list of nodes that it must use but it is also given the 

freedom to choose extra nodes to visit and interact with in addition to the
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CHAPTER 2. MOBILE AGENTS AND DEADLOCKS 16

ones in this list. In other cases, the agent is provided with a site criteria to 

qualify the sites it can visit and is left to determine based on that which 

nodes to visit and which to avoid. This method is rather popular in cases 

when quality and trustworthiness of data are of importance.

2.1.4 Advantages

Mobile agents, like other technologies offers or promises to offer various advantages. 

For example, the notion of moving the code to where data is located can prove ben

eficial and more efficient in applications like searching large databases[17]. Harrison 

et, al [23] identifies a number of potentially desirable reasons for adopting a mobile 

agent paradigm:

• Efficiency: The ability of an agent to move to the location of the resources 

allows various aspects of bandwidth optimization and resource usage. Agents 

are now able to process data on the server where data resides and transfer only 

results back where in traditional solutions all data would have needed to be 

transferred in order to be processed.

• Persistence: Mobile agents roam the network independently without the need 

for a persistent connection from its launching node and will not be affected by 

this node’s disconnection from the networks for any reason that may include the 

node’s failure. This allows mobile users to connect only to launch their tasks 

as a mobile agent and then disconnect, connect again to receive their results or 

check on the progress of their agent.
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•  Peer-to-peer communication: Client-server computation model has a dis

tinct differentiation between what is a client and what is a server. In this 

model, servers and clients are able to connect and communicate but servers and 

clients are not able to communicate between each other since servers can not be 

clients to other servers for example. Mobile agents however do not have such 

restrictions as they are capable or communicating and interrogating resources in 

addition to other mobile agents in the system which allows for greater flexibility 

in designing distributed systems.

• Fault tolerance: Since mobile agents do not need to maintain a persistent 

connection with a server in order to keep their status, it is easier for an agent 

to tolerate and work around network connections losses since their state is cen

tralized. This is in comparison to the client-server model where the transaction 

state is shared between the clients and server and it is difficult to reclaim to 

synchronize when the connection is lost [12, 23].

In addition, though non-functional, mobile agents exhibit some advantages which 

escape their static counterparts [29, 43, 57, 59]:

• Performance: The processing is done on one local computer at a time rather 

than passing commands and responses back and forth across the network.

• Custom ization: Mobile agents allow the creation and addition of new services 

and functionalities to extend existing software without the need to replace the 

existing software.

• Concurrency: Sending multiple agents to multiple sites allows the possibility
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of simultaneous execution of tasks on different sites.

• Convenience: Mobile agents can make the design and development of dis

tributed systems and applications easier as mobile agents are naturally dis

tributed in design. Applications utilize mobile agents uses the network to 

transparently accomplish their tasks while taking advantage of local resources 

available at various servers.

• Creativity:M obile agents scheme provides an opportunity for new creative 

design paradigms as they allow for the autonomic mobile computing which 

can radically change the conventional design process and allow for some highly 

innovative products to emerge.

• Asynchronous computing: Mobile agents can be launched to do their task 

while the user is disconnected. At some time later when the user connects back 

the results gets delivered.

• One Side Programming: Unlike the client server paradigm, mobile agents 

do not require synchronized programming efforts between clients and servers 

in order to ensure interface and functional compatibility between servers and 

every client is can connect to. In mobile agents, the programming and features 

are encapsulated within the agent which reduced the programming efforts as 

well as eliminates the need for revision control.

• N o need for persistent connection session: Since mobile agents execute 

their tasks locally and autonomously on the remote host, a network connection 

is needed only for a brief time in order for the mobile agent to migrate to the
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new host. After that point, all the transactions are done locally and the network 

connection can be terminated.

• R eduction of network trafficrAs previously discussed, mobile agents’ trans

actions are done locally on the host environment. This as a result does not 

require passing the calls and results back and forth between a client and a 

server. As a result network traffic is largely reduced as only two transactions 

are needed one to migrate the agent to a new host and another to migrate it 

back.

• R educed com m unication costs: As a result of the reduction of network 

traffic and the elimination of the need for persistent connections, mobile agents 

provide const saving measure for metered network connections (mobile appli

cations for cellular phones are a good example) as both the connection time is 

reduced as well as the bandwidth consumption. For example, it is more efficient 

to have an agent sent to a server, do the search, pick the image the user wants 

and return rather than having to download all the images for the user to browse 

through to choose the one user wants.

In their conclusions, Harrison et al. [23]. argue that, mobile agents’ advantages 

for application can only be seen when network latency is an issue for real time appli

cations. Other than that, anything that can be done with mobile agents can also be 

done with other existing technologies. However, they conclude that the advantages 

in mobile agents are not in the individual advantages they offer but in the aggregate 

set of advantages altogether [12].
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2.1.5 Typical Problems And Related Work

Mobile agents are becoming a programming and computational paradigms and are 

being intensively investigated today in the Software Verification community and the 

Algorithms community. Problems of particular interest include Leader Election and 

Rendezvous .

Leader Election

Choosing a leader in a network, or identifying a single object in a group of different 

objects, has been one of the most analysed topics in Distributed Computing.

The election process (also called symmetry breaking) is a basic computation in dis

tributed environments. Electing a leader in a distributed system is important when 

some centralised coordination is required in the environment, either because there 

is not an available technique to solve a problem in a completely distributed way, or 

because a centralised approach provides a better solution. Since election provides 

a mechanism for breaking the symmetry among the entities in a distributed envi

ronment, it is at the basis of most control and coordination processes (e.g., mutual 

exclusion, synchronisation, concurrency control, etc.) employed in distributed sys

tems, and it is closely related to other basic computations (e.g., minimum finding, 

spanning-tree construction, traversal, etc.) [44].

The Election problem requires one agent to enter the distinguished state of being 

a leader , while all other agents enter another distinguished state, called follower, 

within finite time[13]. A leader is recognized by all other followers as distinguished
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to perform some special task. The leader election problem is the problem of choosing 

a leader from a set of candidates, given that every entity is only aware of its own 

identification, i.e., starting from a configuration where all entities are in the same 

state, they arrive at a configuration where exactly only one entity is in state elected 

and all other entities are in state defeated [53].

Rendezvous

In general, the rendezvous problem is similar to and includes many situations from 

real life. In human life, people need to gather and meet in order to socialize, discuss, 

accomplish tasks etc. To do so, they need to find a way to mutually know where and 

when to meet which can be complex task in a distributed environment.

The rendezvous problem has been extensively studied in the operational research 

field. However, the computer science field has also been interested in the rendezvous 

problem as a search and optimization problem . In relation to mobile agents, the 

research in this problem is concerned with the need of a number of autonomous 

agents to rendezvous at a given node while optimizing their steps to do so and/or 

their memory and resource usage. In addition the issue of symmetry, whether it is 

related to topology, structure, agents & agents’ identity, algorithms is more likely in 

mobile agents environment and is important to be taken into account when studying 

rendezvous of mobile agents [18, 21].
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Figure 2.2: The Dining Philosophers

2.2 D eadlocks

The deadlock is a situation that can occur when a set of two or more processes are 

competing to gain exclusive control over a finite set of resources. A Deadlock can be 

defined in simple terms as follows: “A set of processes is deadlocked if each process 

in the set is waiting for an event that only another process in the set can cause”[4].

Deadlock situation can be illustrated using the classic dining philosophers exam

ple. The story goes that a set of oriental philosophers are spending their time either
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thinking or eating. When they sit to eat, they are sitting on a round table with a 

chopstick between each of them as in Figure 2.2. In order for the philosophers to 

eat, each philosopher need two chopsticks namely the one to the left and the one to 

the right. A deadlock situation occurs when each philosopher grabs the chopstick to 

the right which causes the situation where each philosopher has one chopstick and 

waiting for another one to be freed. Hence, the wait will continue forever as long as 

the situation remains the same. This is an example of a deadlock [30].

For a deadlock to occur, a set of four conditions need to apply as classified by 

Coffman et al. (1971) [10] and illustrated by A. Tanenbaum [52] where if any of these 

four conditions is absent a deadlock can not occur in the system[10, 52]:

1. M utual exclusion: Each resource can be used by only one process at a time.

2. Hold and wait: A process currently holding at least one resource can keep 

holding them and request and wait for additional resources that might be held 

by other processes.

3. N o preemption: A resource can be forcibly taken away from a process but 

voluntarily and explicitly by the process holding it.

4. Circular wait: There exists a circular chain where a set of two or more waiting 

processes are waiting for a resource held by the next process in this chain. For 

example, if there exists a set of processes Po, Pi,..., Pn such that Po is waiting 

for a resource that is held by Pi, Pi is waiting for a resource that is held by 

P 2,..., P n- i  is waiting for a resource that is held by Pn, and P n is waiting for a 

resource that is held by Pq
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The first three conditions are considered policy conditions. A deadlock occurs 

only if the circular wait condition exists and is unsolvable due to the existence of the 

three policy conditions.

That being said, it should be mentioned that caution should be taken when il

lustrating a deadlock example that the previous conditions are properly utilized. In 

a more recent deadlock classification work by G. Levine (2003) [39], Levine states 

that although many of the operating systems textbooks provide and describe the 

above mentioned characteristics in great details, they fail to provide correct exam

ples. The texts of Silberschatz et al. [48] and Stallings [50] among others are used as 

an illustration for incorrect deadlock examples. Levin notices [39]:

Silberschatz et al. claim that a deadlock exists if two trains on different 

tracks approach a crossing and wait for the other to proceed. { Yet neither 

train is holding a resource requested by the other.} Similarly, Stallings 

gives an example of four cars at different stop signs approaching an inter

section, where each gives precedence to the car on its right. { Yet none of 

the cars (or trains) have been allocated intersection , which are the only 

resources that are mutually requested. Nor is roll back required to break 

the wait.} ”

2.2.1 Representing Deadlocks

In order to visually represent deadlock, a global representation of the system can be 

modeled by means of a Wait-For-Graph (WFG). WFG is generally a directed graph
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with nodes representing processes and edges that represent waiting states as a result 

of a sent requests that has not received a reply [5].

Holt (1972) [27] represented a method to model the deadlock conditions utilizing 

the directed graph where nodes are represented by two types: circles that represent 

processes and squares that represent resources. In this graph, edges either represent 

a transaction waiting for a reply if they are originating from a process (represented 

by a circle) or, if the edge is outgoing from a resource (a square), they represent a 

resources that was granted to a given process as a result to a previous request [27, 52],

We will be utilizing similar representation in this work to model the mobile agent 

waiting and deadlock situations. We will however represent the resource ownership 

via non-directed edges to ease the illustration. In addition, we will utilize the notation 

(A[R3 , R6 , R8], D) -  B[Ri, R7] -> C[R2] -+ A

where in this notation, agents A (that owns resources R3 , R6 , R8) and D are both 

waiting for agent B (that owns resources Ri, R7). Agent B at the same time is waiting 

for agent C (that owns R2) which in turn  is waiting for agent A. This notation sample 

provides an example of a deadlock situation.

2.2.2 M odels Of Deadlocks

The system structure may allow additional complexities in the deadlock problem. 

Depending on the application, systems allow for a various kinds of resource requests. 

The complexity of the model of requests allowed need to be taken into consideration 

by deadlock detection algorithms as it characterizes the occurrence of deadlocks. A
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survey by Knapp [33] defines a set of models including:

•  Single resource model

•  AND model

•  OR model

• AND-OR model

Single Resource M odel

In the single resource model, a transaction can request only one resource at a time. 

As a result, there is only 1 possible outer edge of the WFG at a time. This model 

is widely used in theoretical studies of database systems where finding a deadlock 

corresponds to finding a cycle in the WFG [33]

A N D  M odel

Chandy and Misra[7] provide a formal definition to the AND model. In this model, 

a transaction is permitted to request many resources at the same time and block 

waiting for all these resources to be granted to it [30] hence the name AND model. 

As a result of this resource model, the WFG would have more than one outgoing edge 

at a time. Finding a deadlock in this model is still is based on finding cycles in the 

WFG [33] although there is the possibility of overlapping cycles which would increase 

the complexity of algorithms in order to avoid false deadlock resolution.
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OR M odel

In the OR model, the request to obtain various resources can be satisfied by having 

any of them granted. An example for this would be a read request for a replicated 

data file, in that case granting any of the file’s instances would satisfy the request. In 

this model, the discovery of a cycle in insufficient to deduct that a deadlock exists as 

any of the processes involved in this cycle may have another non-cycled dependant 

edge which would allow this process to gain the resource it needs and abandon the 

request involved in creating this cycle. As a result, detecting a deadlock in the OR 

models involves finding a knot in the WFG where no paths originating from the center 

of this knot have dependants. Finding this knot signifies that all outgoing edges are 

a dependant set. It is worth mentioning however that a process could be deadlocked 

by depending on a deadlocked process [30, 33].

A N D -O R  M odel

The AND-OR model can be seen as a generalization and combination of the AND 

and OR models where requests of both types are allowed. For example, a process may 

request resource a and either b or c. In this case if it received b first it must cancel 

its request for c but continues to wait for a. This model is particulary advantageous 

in models involving arbitrary resource demands involving AND and OR functionality 

[8, 30, 33]. An example of utilizing this model can be applied using the dining 

philosophers where each philosopher needs a right AND left chopstick whoever, the 

same philosopher can get ANY right chopstick and ANY left chopstick.
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The AND-OR model can be detected in principle by repeatedly applying the 

methods used for the OR model detection. More advanced work however was done 

by Gray et al [22] and Herman et al. [24] in addition to Jain et a /’s new proposal 

[30].

2.2.3 Deadlock Handling

Deadlocks can be dealt with by one or more of four methods: we can choose to ignore 

the deadlock altogether “maybe if  you ignore it it will ignore you”[52]. Or, we can 

prevent the creation of a deadlock by building a policy that prevents one or more of 

the necessary conditions to occur. Third, we can avoid the formation of a deadlock 

by allowing locks based on the current allocation state. Finally, we can attem pt to 

detect and recover from deadlocks [47, 52].

Ignoring Deadlocks

Also referred to as the Ostrich algorithm where the solution is to stick one’s head 

in the sand and pretend that there is no problem1. The feasibility of this approach 

varies by application and need vs. availability of both resources and processes. For 

many operating systems including UNIX and Microsoft Windows for example, this 

approach is in many cases preferred as it is assumed that users would rather have an 

occasional deadlock than being restricted in their usage and availability of resources.

This can be seen as a tradeoff between convenience versus correctness due to the cost

1We should mention however that Tanenbaum [52] strongly defends ostriches in a footnote of his 
book.
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of deadlock prevention and/or recovery [52].

Deadlock Prevention

The basic strategy for deadlock prevention aims towards ensuring that at least one 

of the policy conditions for deadlocks will be prevented from occurring or to prevent 

the possibility for an unsolvable circular wait. With one of these basic deadlock con

ditions missing, a deadlock can not be formed[28, 52]. Tanenbaum [52] and Shub 

[47] however conclude that attacking the first (mutual exclusion) and third (no pre

emption) conditions are not practical approaches leaving the hold-and-wait and the 

circular-wait as possible conditions to attem pt to prevent.

Tanenbaum [52] summarizes the possible approaches to deadlock prevention in 

the following table:

Condition Approach
Mutual exclusion Spool everything
Hold and wait Request all resources initially
No preemption Take resources away
Circular wait Order resources numerically

Table 2.2: Summary of approaches to deadlock prevention

Shub [47] in the attem pt to suggest more solutions for the hold-and-wait problem, 

suggests resource ordering as a way to eliminate hold-ad-wait condition. This alone 

as a matter of fact only eliminates the circular-wait condition by forcing processes 

to request resources in order but not the hold-and-wait condition since processes will 

continue to hold resources and request and wait for more. However, utilizing resources 

pre-allocation combination will effectively negate the hold-and-wait condition[39].
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Deadlock Avoidance

The differences between deadlock prevention and deadlock avoidance are consid

ered insignificant in many cases [41]. The main differentiating factor between the 

two schemes is that for deadlock avoidance, the main purpose is “to avoid deadlock 

by using information about the process ’ future intentions regarding resource require

ments” [28].

Deadlock avoidance algorithms rely on defining a “Safe State” where there exists 

an ordering of processes where each process in turn can obtain the resources it needs 

(within a predefined limit) and run to completion. Resources are requested one at a 

time and granted only if the system will remain in a safe state after the request is 

granted where all processes will have at least one way to complete execution [28, 47, 

52],

Deadlock D etection  and Recovery

Systems that allow for transactions to wait freely for resources in a conflicting lock 

situation are typically the ones that utilizes the deadlock detection and recovery 

schemes. These systems are typically considered to adopt a very liberal resource 

allocation policy in relation to the ones utilizing deadlock prevention or avoidance 

techniques as they assume all resource requests will be granted eventually [28].

Deadlock detection schemes rely in essence on detecting and resolving cycles that 

represent deadlocks in the directed wait-for-graph. If a deadlock is detected, the 

system attempts to recover as gracefully as possible. The recovery can be done via
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killing one of the processes involved or force it to restart, or rolling back the process 

to a point in time prior to it having the resource and allowing this resource to be 

assigned to a different process. In many cases however it is possible to take the 

resource from the process allowing the deadlock to be resolved [16, 28, 52].

In the following table we will attem pt to provide a basic comparison between 

deadlock prevention, detection, and avoidance techniques to highlight their differ

ences, major advantages and shortcomings. The table is based on the comparison 

done by Isloor and Marsland [28].
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2.2.4 Deadlock Coordination

One of the fundamental problems in designing distributed systems is the synchro

nization of access to shared resources while allowing for high availability. In order 

to do so, most distributed systems adopt “locking” schemes mainly due to their sim

plicity. In these schemes, each resource has a unique lock that can be held by only 

one transaction at a time while other agent requiring this resource will have to either 

wait, abort, or attempt to preempt the current locking agent. A particularly popular 

locking protocol is the two-pase locking (2PL) which designates two phases for locking 

and unlocking of resources:

1. Growing phase: An agent may seek and lock the resources it needs for its task.

2. Shrinking phase: An agent may release the resources it acquired in the previous 

phase.

For each of these two phases, the agent may not perform other locking or unlocking 

actions outside the restriction boundaries of the phase it is currently in [34, 42].

2PL is often used for deadlock avoidance and resource coordination where if an 

agent was unable to lock all the resources it needs during the first phase then it 

can release these resources and restart the first phase again. This strategy is not 

generally acceptable however for real-tim systems where more recent studies suggests 

problematic behaviour in such cases. However, this protocol continues to be one of 

the simple and efficient ways to coordinate and avoid deadlocks [52, 54].
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2.3 D istr ib u ted  D eadlock  D etection  A lgorithm s

2.3.1 Types Of Algorithms

Deadlock detection attempts to find and resolve actual deadlocks by relying on a 

Wait-For-Graph that in some cases is built explicitly and analyzed for cycles. As 

published by the ACM computing surveys, E. Knapp [33] classifies distributed dead

lock detection algorithms into four categories:

Path-Pushing Algorithm s

These algorithms maintain the notion of building a global explicit wait-for-graphs by 

having each site attempt to do so from the information it has available and sending its 

local WFG to neighboring sites when deadlock computation is performed. The goal of 

these algorithms is to allow at least one site to have sufficient information to construct 

a global WFG view and decide if a deadlock exists or not. Knapp notes: “One

noteworthy point about path-pushing algorithms is that many of them were found to 

be incorrect, either by not detecting true deadlocks, by discovering phantom deadlocks, 

or both”[33].

Edge-Chasing

These algorithms do not attem pt to construct a global wait-for-graph. Instead, they 

rely on the knowledge that each of the hosts involved has knowledge of some of their
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edges. The processes can issue special messages called probes where a probe message 

is forwarded to all processes that the receiving process waits for. A deadlock can be 

declared if a probe message makes its way back to the originating process [11, 36]. 

These algorithms consist of three steps: initiation, detection, and resolution [11].

Diffusing C om putation

The diffusing computation model is based on sending “Are you blocked?” detection 

probes to dependent processes and wait for a response. These dependant processes in 

turn repeat the same for their dependant processes and so on. Eventually, returned 

responses signals a deadlock at the root process. This type of algorithms can be 

used for complex deadlock models where edge-chasing algorithms can not be used, 

otherwise it could be an overkill to be used for single resource and AND model 

deadlocks [36].

Global State D etection

Where the relevant parts of the WFG graph are constructed in a globally consistent 

form by taking “snapshots” of the system state and analyzing it for deadlocks.

Knapp’s survey mentions among its conclusions:

“The large number of errors in published algorithms addressing the prob

lem of distributed deadlock detection [Bracha and Toueg 1983; Chandy
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and Misra 1982; Ho and Ramamoorthy 1982; Menasce and Muntz 1979; 

Obermarck 1982 shows that only rigorous proofs, using as little operational 

argumentation as possible, suffice to show the correctness of these algo

rithms. By falling back on well-known and completely general principles 

like diffusing computations and global state detection, it seems possible to 

achieve both elegance and correctness, even for more advanced models of 

resource requests, without introducing unnecessary complexity. ”

Generally, deadlock detection algorithms are considered correct iff the following 

two conditions are fulfilled [36, 37]:

1. Progress: Every true deadlock will eventually be detected within a finite 

amount of time

2. Safety: Only true existing deadlocks are detected (no false deadlocks)

2.3.2 False Deadlocks

Kshemkalyani and Singhal [37] define three types of false deadlocks that affects the 

accuracy of deadlock detection algorithms: shadow, phantom, and pseudo deadlocks.

Pseudo Deadlock

Pseudo deadlock can be characterized in simple terms as a deadlock that has never 

existed. This could happen mainly due to algorithm errors where as edges appear and
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disappear, they are being accumulated by the detection algorithm which concludes 

the existence of a deadlock that was never present[37].

Phantom  Deadlock

This type of deadlocks is a deadlock that once existed in the system but no longer 

exist at the time of detection. This occurs as a result of a deadlock resolution event 

occurring by more than one agent at a time or as a side effect of resolving a different 

deadlock[2]. Kshemkalyani and Singhal [37] indicate that phantom deadlocks appear 

as a result of algorithmic errors where the main ones are as follows: [37]

1. “Information about outdated dependencies not cleaned properly,”

2. “Outdated information is propagated, and”

3. “Temporal information which can capture causal relationships is not included in 

the deadlock detection process. ”

Shadow Deadlock

A Shadow deadlock is a deadlock that is “detected concurrently with its resolu- 

tion”[lA\. Kshemkalyani and Singhal [37] declare that “nothing can be done to avoid

shadow deadlocks (except in a restricted model)  because they occur due to inherent

limitations” [37]. A restricted model with the following properties is identified by [37] 

as necessary model to avoid shadow agents:
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• Single-request model.

• Nodes cannot abort spontaneously.

• A single resolution for a detected deadlock.

“Since a node can make a single request at a time, deadlocks are isolated, 

i.e., a node can be part of at most one deadlock. Also, deadlock resolution 

cannot occur concurrently with detection of the deadlock because resolution 

occurs only as a result of detection”

These properties stabilize the deadlocks and ensures that no resolution will occur 

without a detection process and since agents cannot spontaneously withdraw their 

request; the deadlock will have to persist until an explicit deadlock resolution event 

occurs [37].
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Chapter 3

Problem  Description and M odel

The problem of detecting deadlocked mobile agents adds extra assumptions and pa

rameters that cause traditional distributed deadlock detection algorithms to run short. 

This is due to mobility of the agents and the inability to locate them directly which is 

a heavily-relied-upon issue in most traditional deadlock detection algorithms. Tradi

tional distributed deadlock detection algorithms would require various modifications 

in order to be able accommodate mobile agents environments.

In the following, we will describe the basic assumptions and model used for current 

solution (Algorithm SA) and the proposed solution. Both solutions will be discussed 

in details in the following chapters.

39
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3.1 M obile A gents

A mobile agent is an autonomous computational entity that “can move from machine 

to machine in a heterogeneous network under its own control. It can suspend its 

execution at any point, transport itself to a new machine, and resume execution on 

the new machine from the point at which it left off. On each machine, it interacts 

with service agents and other resources to accomplish its task, returning to its home 

site with a final result when that task is finished. ” (David Kotz et al, [35]).

The mobile agents these solutions are concerned with are these computer pro

grams which act autonomously on behalf of the user and travel through the network 

acquiring resources needed for them to accomplish their tasks. These mobile agents 

are referred to as consumer agents (CA).

Mobile agents characteristics are defined in section 2.1.3. Of particular importance 

to this problem are the following capabilities of mobile agents:

• Computation: Mobile agents are computational entities that are capable of 

performing given tasks and make decisions based on the results.

• Autonomy: Mobile agents can decide on which actions to take and when and 

where to migrate without the need for instructions from an external controller 

or from other agents.

• Memory: Mobile agents are capable of storing and retrieving information. These 

information can be carried with the agents as they roam the network. The 

size of available memory is bounded by design and is subject to other possible
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limitations like the host’s memory and space availability.

•  Strong Migration: Mobile agents are capable of migrating from one node to the 

other. When they do, both the data state and the runtime state are preserved 

and migrated along with the agents’ executable code.

There are four possible communication methods for mobile agents to interact 

with each other: boards, message exchange, tokens, and face-to-face communication 

[19]. In this thesis, face-to-face communication method is assumed as the method of 

communication between mobile agents. This means that the only way for information 

to be exchanged between two agents is by having both agents rendezvous at the 

same host environment.The communication in that case is both asynchronous and 

instantaneous.

3.2 N etw ork M odel

Mobile agents move within a network of possibly heterogeneous nodes - or hosts - 

where different types of nodes are added and removed dynamically. The Internet and 

mobile networks can serve as a good example where various types of devices either 

static or mobile connect and disconnect to and from this network. This environment 

can be described as a undirected connected graph with a set of nodes and edges. 

Every node has neighbors which are a subset of all the other nodes in the network. 

For each node in this set, a bidirectional logical communication link exists with every 

neighboring node. Further, each node can be uniquely identified within the network 

via the use of a unique identifier. Asynchronous network model is assumed [4].
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The deadlock detection algorithms for mobile agents should be network organiza

tion independent where neither the nodes nor the agents need to maintain knowledge 

about the size or topology of the network. Both traditional and mobile agent dead

lock solutions maintain an isolation layer from the knowledge of physical network 

connections and routing details that take place in order to move between one node 

and the other. They however differ when it comes to the logical view of the nodes and 

network topology as many traditional solutions rely on properties of specific topology 

model to function. Mobile agent based solutions - including ours - on the other hand 

do not assume such knowledge which allows agents to move at will in a dynamic 

network where nodes are swapped or new nodes added [2].

In order for mobile agents to perform their tasks, migrate and adapt to hetero

geneous environments and platforms, an underlying hosting infrastructure is needed. 

This is referred to as the hosting environment. This environment is a process running 

within hosts which allows them to become “agent aware” . The hosting environ

ment provides - among other functions - the interface between mobile agents and the 

hosts, provides agents with the resources they need, and facilitates their migration 

to neighboring hosts. In addition, it allows mobile agents within the same host to 

communicate, provides them with resource information, and allows them to acquire 

or release resources [1].
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3.3 R esources and D eadlocks

We are interested in systems where consumer agents roam the network and attem pt 

to gain exclusive access to the resources they need. In these systems the possibility 

of deadlocks exists under certain conditions. A set of consumer agents by definition 

is deadlocked if each consumer agent in that set is waiting for a resource that only 

another consumer agent in the same set can release.

In order to acquire and manipulate resources, consumer mobile agents follow the 

following procedure:

•  In order for agents to perform their tasks, they need to “lock” the resources 

they need. Any given resource can be locked by only one agent at a time. 

Locking a resource requires the ability to communicate and coordinate with 

the host environment to be granted exclusive access to the resources. The host 

environment is the only authority capable of granting and denying local resource 

locking requests as well as unlocking its local resources.

•  Agents requesting a lock on a resource can neither spontaneously abort their 

request nor release the resources they acquired except due to explicit deadlock 

resolution.

•  Agents handle the resources in tow phases. In the first phase, agent goes through 

resources acquisition and locking (Acquire Phase) for all the resources it will 

need. Then, after successfully acquiring these resources, it can start the second 

phase of performing its task and releasing the locks on the resources [52].
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These assumptions provide the required basic conditions (mutual exclusion, hold 

and wait, and no preemption) for a deadlock to be possible to occur in this network 

as described in chapter 2 .

Further, the following resource acquisition assumptions are also made:

Local resource locking: In order for a resource to be locked or unlocked by an 

agent, the agent must be physically present at the same environment as the 

resource. This is in order to allow the host environment to communicate with 

and locate the agent during the resource locking/unlocking process, as well as 

when the agent is blocked waiting for the resource.

Single resource acquisition: Consumer agents can only attem pt to lock one re

source at a time. When the resource is granted, consumer agents can request 

more.

If a deadlock occurs, this resource acquisition model constitutes a single-resource 

deadlock model where any given consumer agent can only be waiting for no more 

than one resource at a time.
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Existing M obile A gents Solutions

The work by B. Ashfield et al. [2 , 3] is the only work currently found in the liter

ature that specifically addresses deadlocked mobile agents. Other work done in the 

literature mainly utilizes mobile agents in detecting distributed processes. This work 

however does not account for the specific properties and complexities introduced by 

attempting to detect deadlocks in mobile agent environment. These properties include 

the introduction of the mobility factor, since agents may not be directly reachable 

and their location may be unknown. Many of the traditional distributed algorithms 

rely on certain assumptions like message passing, static network topology, and the 

pre-knowledge of the location of processes and resources. These assumptions are no 

longer valid when we account for the fact that when mobile agents are considered, 

clients and servers may move or fail.

The Shadow Agent deadlock detection technique (SA) uses the single-resource 

request deadlock model though not explicitly indicated in the papers. However, it

45
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is mentioned that “Shadow agents represent at most one outgoing edge in the global 

wait-for graph. This is guaranteed by the fact that a single agent can only be blocked 

on one resource and cannot request more resources or perform other actions while 

blocked” [2 ],

This solution can be categorized as a path-pushing type of distributed deadlock 

detection algorithms where each agent in the WFG attempts to incrementally build 

a global wait-for-graph and analyzes it for cycles. If a cycle was found in the global 

WFG, it indicates the existence of a deadlock. In that case, all agents involved will 

independently realize the existence of the deadlock.

4.1 A lgorithm  O verview

In order to gather the information needed to build the global view of the wait-for 

graph, shadow agents spawn detector agents that move to where the resources owned 

by these shadow agents are located and attem pt to contact other agents that are 

blocked waiting for these resources. The detector agents exchange the deadlock de

tection information with these blocked agents and return to their originating shadow 

agents. In other words, the detection agents attem pt to incrementally construct the 

global wait-for graph by moving one level down the graph and exchange information 

with blocked agents there. These blocked agents in turn send their detector agents 

one level below to gather information and so on. For example, in Figure 4.1, A4  will 

send a detector agent to exchange information with A5  and return with the results; 

it will also send another detector agent to A6  to do similar task. In addition, A3  will
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send a detector agent to A4 to exchange information and will also send four other de

tector agents to do similar task with the other four dependant agents that are blocked 

waiting for the resources locked by A3.

A2

A3

A4

A6

Figure 4.1: Existing deadlock can go undetected due to lack of information

If no deadlock was found in the constructed wait-for-graph, it does not indicate 

that a deadlock does not actually exist. This un-detection of deadlock is due to
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A2

A6

Figure 4.2: Undetected deadlock can form as DA is moving back

various reasons including the possible delay in communicating the information, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.1, or due to the formation of a new deadlock after the detection 

agent returned with the information, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. To overcome these 

problems, the algorithm is forced to continuously repeat until a deadlock is detected 

or all the resources are released.
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In order to collect information about waiting processes, this solution relies on 

each agent’s knowledge of the location of the resources it owns exclusive locks on. By 

checking with the host environments of these resources, agents can obtain knowledge 

of dependent processes and start communicating with them and exchanging deadlock 

detection information in an effort to build the global wait-for-graph.

If a deadlock was detected, all agents that are part of this deadlock will eventually 

detect the same deadlock by analyzing their own locally constructed copies of the 

global wait-for-graph and attempt to resolve the deadlock as a result. In order to 

coordinate the deadlock resolution, algorithm SA relies on pre-assigned priorities for 

the resources that follow their host environment as detailed later in this chapter. As 

each shadow agent independently realizes the existence of the deadlock and attempts 

to start deadlock resolution, each shadow agent searches in its locally constructed 

wait-for graph for the resource with the least priority and the shadow agent that 

owns exclusive locks on this resource. This shadow agent is assigned to be the victim 

agent that must release its resource while other shadow agents do not attem pt to do 

anything. As a result, the deadlock is always solved by only one agent.

The deadlock cycle is broken by having the victim shadow agent send a detector 

agent to the host environment where the resource that needs to be freed is located. 

The detector agent informs the host environment to free the given resource and to 

inform the waiting agents of its availability. The detector agent then returns to its 

originating victim shadow agent with the success notification so that the shadow 

agent removes this resource form its list of primary locks.
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4.2 U nbounded C ost O f D etection

Due to its nature, when a given algorithm cycle is concluded with no detected dead

lock, the algorithm is forced to repeat the detection cycle over and over again until 

one is detected. This repetition is due to the inability of this algorithm to provide 

a negative confirmation for the existence of a deadlock caused by the possible racing 

conditions that might occur while exchanging deadlock information between detec

tion agents. This situation can occur when more than two consumer agents exist in 

the graph as illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2

As a result, in a deadlock-free environment, this algorithm will continue execution 

infinitely consuming valuable resources.

4.3 A gent Identification

Algorithm SA calls for agents to be uniquely identifiable once they lock a resource so 

that they can be found in the agent system during deadlock detection. The solution 

however does not go into details on how to create unique identities for those agents. 

In Ashfield et al [3] it is stated that “The assignment of identifiers may be done before 

a consumer agent blocks (i.e, during creation) or only once they lock a resource (using 

a globally unique naming scheme)”

The idea of not requiring unique ID for the consumer agent until it blocks on a 

resource is rather unusual. This is largely due to the the algorithm’s semantics where 

there is no need to reference an agent until the agent is actually blocked on a resource.
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In that case, it will need to be referenced by the detection agents seeking consumers 

agents blocked on the resource that their shadow agent owns.

This however, may lead to the assumption that it is possible to create non-uniquely 

identifiable agents in the system although actually a unique identification is needed 

from the time of the agent’s creation in order for it to be hosted by environments 

and be routed in its network movements. In order to deal with this issue, algorithm 

SA [2 ] uses “environment tokens” which are not elaborated much upon but it can be 

understood from the text that they are created at the time of agent’s creation and 

they allow to uniquely address this given agent.

In Ashfield et al [2] it is stated that

“Consumer agent monitoring is performed through “environment tokens”; 

therefore, each time an agent arrives at a host environment it must present 

its token. This token has no meaning to the agent, and is only used by 

the host environments to coordinate the deadlock detection process”

The existence of this token is what allows the host environments to uniquely 

identify and differentiate between one agent and another though it is being looked at 

as a system-based identifier. So, in reality, the algorithm still relies on the creation 

of a unique identification for the agent from the time of its creation. However, this 

identification is ignored as system-based and another one is later created when an 

agent locks a resource.

To summarize, algorithm SA requires three different kinds of unique identifiers 

while claiming there is no need to have one:
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1. Environment tokens

2. Globally pre-assigned priority

3. Unique agent identification created in reference to host

4.4 Shadow  A gent

Algorithm SA requires the creation of a shadow agent. A shadow agent is a clone of 

the main consumer agent. The shadow agent allocates and keeps track of the resources 

being held by the consumer agent [2, 3] such that they can be located during deadlock 

detection. Shadow agent also processes the data gathered by detection agents as well 

as initiating the deadlock detection in the 1 st place. Said in another way, the shadow 

agent is required to do all the “processing” related to deadlock detection needed by 

this solution.

That being said, shadow agents are needed mainly in order to handle the process

ing required by the deadlock detection cycles as they repeat infinitely until a deadlock 

is detected. Shadow agents are also responsible for locally building the global WFG 

by analyzing and concatenating the information gathered by detector agents in order 

to build one coherent WFG. In addition, shadow agents need to analyze the global 

WFG to find cycles that denote deadlocks. It is mentioned in [2 ] that:

“Upon arrival, the detector agent informs its shadow that it has returned 

and communicates its constructed deadlock table. The shadow agent ana

lyzes this table, which represents the global wait-for graph, to determine if
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a deadlock is present”

That being said, since the shadow agent is a clone of the consumer agent, the 

existence of a shadow agent per consumer agent doubles the storage requirements and 

cuts in half the host environments’ capability to host consumer agents. In addition, 

the shadow agent is required to move along with its consumer agent; This fact doubles 

the load of relocating and routing consumer agents in the network.

4.5 The Transaction priorities problem

Algorithm SA relies heavily on preassigned global priorities in order to be able to 

organize and resolve deadlocks. As described in [2]

“Using this technique, when each node is added to the mobile agent sys

tem it is assigned a priority identifier. The priority of the resource, and 

hence any locks on that resource, have the same value as their host en

vironment. In a similar manner to the protocols that must be present 

to establish routing tables among agent environments, a protocol must be 

present to negotiate environment priorities. This can be implemented as 

a continually running and updating protocol, or it can be central authority 

which must be contacted as part of an agent environment’s initialization. 

Regardless of the implementation, the priority protocol assigns each agent 

environment or resource a priority that can be used when deciding which 

resource should be unlocked to resolve a deadlock. ”
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Hence, this solution relies on the assumption that when a deadlock exists, all 

shadow agents involved will have unique priority which allows them to know which 

resource and agent will be the one resolving the deadlock based on it having the least 

priority.

As it assumes that priorities are assigned per host, Ashfield [2 ] does not however 

illustrate on the situation when two nodes are part of a larger deadlock and both of 

them are on the same host. It is mentioned in another part of the thesis “I f the locking 

agent is off-site, the distributed deadlock detection sequence is initiated by the shadow 

agent, otherwise, no special processing occurs”[2]. This statement seems to imply that 

the solution may not consider the existence of two or more dependant nodes coexisting 

in the same host and are part of a larger deadlock that spans several hosts. In that 

case, if this host happens to have the least priority it arises the question of which 

agent will be the victim agent responsible for resolving the deadlock. Otherwise, both 

agents may try to take responsibility for breaking the deadlock causing a phantom 

deadlock problem.

In all cases, a global unique assignment of priorities does need to exist based on 

an acceptable priority criteria. This may not be feasible or practical in a large and 

truly distributed environments such as the internet and the World Wide Web.

4.6 Sum m ary

This algorithm provides various advantages and and new aspects in relation to tra 

ditional distributed deadlock detection algorithms. That includes:
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• It accounts for agent mobility where a consumer agent may not be easily located 

as it roams the network.

• It accounts for fault tolerance where a detector agent may fail unexpectedly. 

The fault tolerance technique is mainly based on calculating timeout value for 

the round trip of the detector agent.

•  The creation of a shadow agent frees the deadlock processing tasks from the 

consumer agent allowing it to continue its normal processing in relation to its 

original task.

However, applying this algorithm has some disadvantages and shortcomings mainly 

due to the nature of the algorithm, some of the important ones to note are:

• Significant processing is needed by each shadow agent to reconstruct and anayl- 

ize the WFG in search for cycles.

• Due to its inability to provide a negative confirmation for the existence of a 

deadlock, the algorithm has to execute continuously in the absence of a deadlock 

until a deadlock is formed and detected.

In addition, some shortcomings of the implementation of this algorithm include the 

following:

• Since the shadow agent is a clone of the consumer agent, the existence of a 

shadow agent per consumer agent cuts in half each host environment’s capability 

to host further consumer agents. In addition, the shadow agent is required to
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move with its consumer agent which doubles the heavy load of moving consumer

like agents.

•  The algorithm actually uses two unique identification mechanisms to identify 

agents. One is a system based “tokens” and the other is an agent-id.
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Proposed Solution

A major problem with deadlock detection for mobile agents is the fact they are, as 

the name implies, mobile. Hence, it is not possible to directly locate and control them 

by any given host which causes traditional distributed deadlock detection algorithms 

to fall short. Algorithms for detecting mobile agents’ deadlocks need to take into 

account the fact that a mobile agent will be roaming the network and there may not 

be any direct way to reach it. In addition, various distributed deadlock detection 

algorithms rely heavily on the accuracy of messages and their delivery ordering which 

would require high reliability performance from the network and the host servers. 

Unfortunately, mobile agents are prone to failures as they move through the network 

and are hosted by various servers and agent environments.

This solution mainly addresses the mobility problem associated with deadlock de

tection for a mobile agent system while attempting to be more efficient than currently 

available solutions.

57
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5.1 Solution  P roperties A nd A ssum ptions

Detector agents need to be able to uniquely identify and distinguish each consumer 

agent they are searching for. As a result, each agent must hold an identity that allows 

it to be uniquely addressed in the network. By default, any host in a given network 

carries a unique identity within that network. We will assume that within any given 

host the created agents will have their own local ID. As a result, a globally unique ID 

for each agent can be achieved by combining properties like originating host+time of 

creation b

Agents need to communicate with the host environment in order to coordinate 

resource access. The host environment is the one-and-only authority able to approve 

or deny the agent’s requests. If an agent was denied access to lock a resource, the 

agent can choose either to continue searching for another resource or block and wait 

for this resource to become available. In case the agent decides to block on this 

resource, it informs the host environment of its status. As an agent gets blocked, it 

can not move or manipulate any other resources neither by acquiring nor releasing 

them and it can not unblock from waiting for this particular resource. Only the 

host environment can approve the unblocking of a blocked agent. This characterizes 

the deadlock definition used in this thesis as a single-request model as discussed in 

previous chapter.

In addition to the common assumptions mentioned in chapter 3, we assume that 

the detection agents will remain safe from tampering and will not be corrupted or

1It should be mentioned that if it were possible to create more than one agent at the same time 
(maybe due to parallel processing power etc.) an extra property like the unique process ID may 
need to be used in addition.
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AS

V

A4

A2

Figure 5.1: Trees and agents in a forest join to form new trees 

lying and will reach their destinations within a bounded time.

5.1.1 Resource M odel

The proposed solution, similar to algorithm SA, utilizes the single resource deadlock 

model of resource acquisition. This model, as illustrated in section 2.2.2, allows the 

CA to only request one resource at a time; thus can only create a maximum of one 

outgoing edge per CA.

In this thesis we refer to wait-for-graph (WFG) to be the set of connected com

ponents representing the CAs that are waiting and depending on each other. Due to 

the single resource property described above, in the absence of deadlocks the WFG 

can be viewed only as a rooted tree-like graph with one root. At the same time, 

there might be several rooted WFG trees within the system which are not connected 

forming a forest. This forest is referred to as the Global WFG.

For each WFG, a CA may join any part of this tree, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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In addition, other trees in the forest may also join this tree creating new subtrees. 

This however can only be done via the root of these trees deciding to block on any 

CA in the main WFG. The root of any WFG remains unaffected until it decides to 

block on another resource and this decision is what can cause a deadlock.

In the presence of a deadlock, the WFG containing the deadlock cycle will no 

longer have a root CA available and as a result it can only become the main WFG 

where other non-deadlocked trees attempt to join it as subtrees.

5.2 A lgorithm  O verview

The proposed solution attempts to detect and resolve deadlocks putting into consider

ation the extra properties created by the nature of the mobile agents. This algorithm 

puts higher emphasis on being fully distributed without the need for the existence of 

a central authority to detect, organize, or resolve deadlocks. The proposed solution 

is based on the edge-chasing distributed deadlock detection algorithms and concepts 

described in section 2.3. Edge-chasing algorithms rely on launching “probes” which 

detect the existence of a deadlock if they returned to their originating node. We 

,however, utilize the intelligence introduced in the “probe” agents to provide a more 

dynamic method for detecting the existence of a deadlock. A deadlock is detected by 

the “probe” agent when it visits a node twice; as opposed to the traditional method 

where the probe’s return to its originating node is what triggers the existence of a 

deadlock. The added intelligence to the probe agents also allows them not only to 

independently decide on the existence of a deadlock but to also take an active role in
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resolving it.

5.2.1 Solution Entities

The proposed solution requires the existence of three types of mobile agents in the 

system: consumer agents, detector agents, and information agents.

• Consumer Agents (CA): These are the agents assigned to perform a certain 

task. In doing so, they move in the network locking the resources they need 

to perform their given task and may get blocked waiting for a resource in the 

process.

• D etector A gents (DA): These agents axe created by CAs when they are 

blocked on a resource. These are light-weight agents that seek CAs who own 

exclusive lock on a needed resource. In doing so, they keep a list of CAs vis

ited and the resource they are waiting for. The DAs are also responsible for 

detecting a deadlock if they visit a CA twice in their trip and informing the 

CAs accordingly. In addition, the DAs will also provide each CA they visit with 

their own list of known dependant agents and resources in order for that CA to 

compile a list of ‘resources to avoid’ in case it becomes the WFG root and start 

seeking more resources.

•  Information A gents (IA): These agents have various roles within the dead

lock detection and resolution. They are in essence message-like agents that are 

mainly responsible for communicating information between CAs, DAs, and host 

environments. A blocked CA creates IAs which are sent to its locked resources
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Entity Roles and responsibilities
Consumer Agent (CA) • Responsible for performing assigned tasks. It moves 

through the network seeking and locking the resources 
it needs to perform this task

•  Capable of exclusively locking the resources it needs 
to perform the task

• Spawns detector agents (DAs) to initiate deadlock 
detection

• Spawns Information Agents (IAs) to update its location 
information as soon as it is blocked

• Does not otherwise have an active role in the deadlock 
detection

Detector Agent (DA) • Responsible for deadlock detection by seeking CAs 
that hold exclusive locks on needed resources

• Responsible for deadlock resolution by deciding on the 
Victim and informing host environments and CAs

• Light-weight small search agent
• Capable of cloning and destroying itself
• Keeps a list of waiting resources and CAs it visited in 

the process and provides it to CAs it visits as a partial 
“avoid” list

• Responsible for initiating deadlock resolution
Information Agent (IA) • Spawned by CAs and DAs

• Extremely light-weight, message-like agent
• Reports information as well as its trip time
• No active role in deadlock detection

Host Environment • Responsible for hosting mobile agents
• Controls and coordinates resource locking and unlocking
• The only authority capable of blocking and freeing agents
• Takes active role in deadlock resolution by allowing CAs 

to unblock or free the needed resource

Table 5.1: Solution entities

to inform the corresponding host environments of its location. In addition, 

IAs are also used during deadlock resolution to send the unlock request to the
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host environment of the resource to be freed and carry back the results. Finally, 

they can be used for fault tolerance purposes to carry acknowledgment messages 

between agents.

To address agent mobility problem, CAs inform their locked resources’ hosts of 

their location only when they get blocked waiting for a new resource somewhere in the 

network. This will allow, DAs to locate the CAs owning exclusive lock on a needed 

resource and move forward to ancestor CAs.

5.3 D eadlock  D etection  In itia tion

Consumer agents (CAs) are assigned to perform certain tasks and in order to do so, 

they roam the network searching for and seeking to obtain the resources they need. 

When a CA finds a resource it needs, it may request an exclusive lock on this resource 

from its host environment. The host environment may either grant or deny the CA’s 

request.

If the CA is denied request for an exclusive lock of a resource, it can either move 

on searching for alternate resources or block. In this second case, the CA informs the 

host environment of its decision and blocks. When blocked, CA can neither withdraw 

its request and unblock nor it can move in the network until either it is granted the 

resource by the host environment or it is being unblocked by the host environment 

as part of a deadlock resolution scheme. In addition, the CA can no longer lock or 

unlock resources while being blocked.
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As soon as it is blocked, the CA sends Information Agents (IAs) to notify of its 

location the host environments of the resources which it owns exclusive locks. This 

allows the hosts of these resources to inform and direct Detection Agents (DAs) in 

their search. This location information will only updated when the CA gets blocked 

again waiting for another resource. The CA neither clears this information when it 

gets unblocked nor it updates the information as it moves in the network. However, 

DAs may inform the host environments to clear any information they detect to be 

outdated. The role of the DAs will be discussed in further detail later in the chapter.

5.4 D eadlock D etection

The deadlock detection starts as a CA is blocked for an unacceptable amount of 

time. This time can be determined initially at the time of CA’s creation based on 

its creator’s determination of how much wait time is considered unacceptable. When 

the CA’s waiting time being blocked for a resource exceeds this given time, the CA 

initiates its own deadlock detection by initiating a Detection Agent (DA) to check if 

this CA is waiting in a deadlock situation.

The DAs are small light-weight agents that only carry location information of 

places and resources they visit and can perform minimum tasks. DAs also determine 

if there is a deadlock. However, since this determination is simply based on visiting the 

same place twice and not on the need to analyze the WFG, no significant processing 

or complexity is needed.

As the DA proceeds with its task, the DA carries the following deadlock detection
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information:

•  Agent ID: The identifier of the CA that this DA is visiting.

•  Location: The location where this CA was found blocked. This is also the 

location of the resource it is blocked on.

•  Blocked On: The identifier of the resource where this CA is blocked on.

In addition, the DA queries the blocked CAs as it visits them for the following infor

mation to be used for the primitive deadlock avoidance list:

•  Primary locks: This is a list of the resources the CA owns exclusive locks on.

Providing this information to the ancestor CAs helps avoiding deadlocks as these 

CAs now know that attempting to gain exclusive locks on any of these resources 

would cause a deadlock to form. This deadlock avoidance information will remain 

valid though incomplete as long as the CA holds the resources it currently owns. This 

is due to the fact that all the preceding CAs can neither unblock nor release any of 

their resources. So, as a result, the dependency will remain. There is the possibility 

however that new agents may arrive at anytime and block waiting for any of the 

preceding resources along with its dependant resources and blocked agents. These 

newly arrived CAs will not be known to the DAs that has already moved forward in 

their search and will not be included in the “Avoid” list. For that reason, the deadlock 

avoidance information can only be considered partial though accurate. Figure 5.2 

illustrates this condition where the passing DA did not know of the dependency of
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Avoid: R2, R3, R4, R5

Avoid: R3, R4, R5

A2

Avoid: R4

A7 A3

A8 A4

A5A6

Figure 5.2: DA provides a partial list of resources to avoid

Rg and did not add it to its list. The knowledge of Rg however is expected to be 

updated as new DAs are spawned (by A 7  and/or A8  for example) and passed by R6  

to their root.

When initialized, the DA queries the host environment for information regarding 

the owner of the resource and its location if available. The DA moves to this location 

and attempts to contact the CA. If the CA was found, the DA provides it with the
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Avoid: R2, R3, R4, R5

Avoid: R3, R4, R5

Avoid: R4

Avoid R3, R5 r

Figure 5.3: DA with known knowledge gets stopped

information it has and checks if any of it is new to the CA.

If the information provided by the DA is all known to the CA visited, then it 

means that other DAs have passed with similar or more knowledge. In this case, 

the DA considers its task completed and dies as illustrated in Figure 5.3. Otherwise, 

if the CA confirms that the given DA does provide new information, then the DA 

queries it for which resource it is blocked on and which resources it holds exclusive
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locks on. The DA then queries the host environment of the location of the CA that 

owns the lock on this resource and the cycle continues as the DA moves closer to the 

root of the WFG.

If the DA was not able to locate the CA owning exclusive lock on a resource, the 

DA will conclude that this is due to one of two possible cases:

1. There is no deadlock and the given CA is the current root of the WFG and is 

roaming free in the network acquiring resources or processing. Or,

2. This CA is blocked on a resource but the notification I As has not yet arrived 

to the host environment.

In both cases, the DA moves back to the host of the last visited resource and waits 

for either the arrival of an IA updating the blocking information of the CA, or, for 

the CA to complete its task and free the resource. While waiting, the DA will merge 

its information list with lists of the newly arriving DAs seeking the owner of the given 

resource. After merging information, the newly arrived DAs will be disposed of.

As the DA moves upwards in the graph keeping track of agents and resources 

visited and updating its “avoid” list, visiting an agent for a second time or visiting 

an agent that is blocked waiting for a resource already in the DA’s avoid list will 

indicate a cycle. The existence of a cycle can only mean that a deadlock exists with 

the participating CAs and their locations are the ones visited by the DA since it has 

visited this CA the previous time. These participating CAs can be directly extracted 

from the DA’s itinerary.
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In all cases, the initiating CA will not need to send more than one DA every time 

it is blocked on a resource. This is due to the fact that after sending a DA, all the 

ancestor CAs will become aware of its dependency and the resources it owns. Hence, 

if a deadlock existed it will be taken care of by either this given DA or another DA 

that took over. In addition, if a CA tried to send another DA while still being blocked 

on the same resource, this newly sent DA will be stopped because it will not have 

any new information to offer.

5.5 D eadlock  R esolution

As a DA detects a deadlock due to it visiting a CA twice, the third and final phase 

of this algorithm is initiated. The deadlock resolution phase deals with the fact that 

there exists a cycle which must be broken in order to allow the agents to continue 

with their tasks. At this phase, the DAs are responsible for deciding which resource 

should be released, inform the corresponding host environment as well as informing 

all the CAs involved in the deadlock.

Our proposed solution utilizes simple modifications to the algorithms of leader 

election in a ring to flag CAs involved in a deadlock prior to resolving the deadlock. 

The deadlock resolution phase can be easily updated to utilize a more enhanced 

ring based leader election algorithm in order to improve solution complexity in the 

deadlock resolution phase. To simplify the description of this algorithm, we are using 

an election process similar to the Chang & Roberts [9] algorithm. Although Chang 

& Roberts [9] algorithm offers an agent movement complexity of 0 ( n 2) in its worst
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case, the average case complexity is 0.69n log n

As the deadlock resolution phase starts, the DA initially chooses the CA it visited 

for the second time as the victim that should release the deadlock-causing-resource 

it owns and resolve the deadlock. This given resource is the same resource that the 

previously visited CA is waiting for. This choice of the victim node is based on the 

fact that there are no pre-assigned priorities for CAs.

The DA starts the deadlock resolution by first creating an artificial “priority” 

or weight for itself. This is based on the DA’s own unique identification, and is 

intended to allow for the comparison and elimination of other DAs attempting to 

resolve the same deadlock simultaneously. Since DA’s identifications provide a unique 

and comparable set of values, they provide the needed differentiation factor. This is 

not an actual priority for the DA but, since the deadlock must be resolved by only 

one DA, this provides the means to ensure there only exists one DA trying to resolve 

this deadlock.

The DA starts by informing the CA of the fact that a deadlock was detected and 

provides the CA with its identifier and priority. From this point forward, the CA 

will not allow to pass any other DA attempting to break the deadlock which has a 

lower priority value and that DA will be instructed to terminate. The CAs will also 

not allow any further DAs attempting to detect a deadlock to pass as long as the 

deadlock resolution phase is in progress.

Next, since the DA is now able to retrace its steps backwards within the deadlock 

cycle, it starts doing so while informing CAs along its route of the deadlock resolution
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phase and of its priority. If the DA was instructed by any of the CAs along the route 

that there exists another DA with a higher priority, then this DA will consider its job 

done and terminate. Otherwise, if the DA makes a full reverse-cycle back to its victim 

CA it will only mean that the deadlock cycle is now free of other DAs attem pting to 

break the same cycle as well as from any new DAs trying to detect the deadlock and 

which may erroneously do so if they were allowed at this point.

At this point, it is now safe to resolve the deadlock. So, the DA informs the 

host environment that has the victim CA blocked to release the resource from the 

victim CA. The host environment as previously defined is the ultimate authority 

for unlocking resources. An IA that contains the victim CA’s identification and re

source information is sent to the corresponding host environment that owns the given 

resource-to-be-freed requesting the release of the resource due to deadlock resolution. 

The IA then returns to the initiating host environment with the result of the request. 

If the release of the resource was successful, then the host environment informs the 

CA of the removal of this resource from it and informs the DA of the success of the 

deadlock resolution.

The deadlock is now resolved. However, before considering the job done, there 

are still two unfinished tasks to be completed by the DA. The first is to update the 

“avoid” list of the previously-deadlock-involved CAs. Then, the second task is to 

clear the deadlock resolution status from those CAs in order to allow future and 

further DAs to detect and resolve any future deadlocks. We rely here on the fact that 

after the deadlock resolution, all the CAs that were part of the deadlock will become 

ancestor CAs to the victim CA in the WFG. As a result, in order to achieve those
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final tasks, the DA starts moving forward again in a fashion similar to the deadlock 

detection phase. The DA informs the CAs to clear the deadlock resolution status and 

to no longer avoid the resource that was freed. The DA continues moving forward 

until one of the following cases occur:

1. It reaches the agent that took ownership of the new resource. This will mean 

that all the deadlock-resolution flags have been cleared. If this CA is now 

blocked on another resource, then the DA will continue from this point forward 

seeking the WFG root as illustrated in the deadlock detection phase (section 

5.4).

2 . It reaches the WFG root. This will mean that the further ancestor CAs pre

viously involved in the deadlock have received the resources they needed and 

finished their tasks. The DA’s job is now done as any further deadlock-resolution 

statuses that were not cleared by the DA are now cleared by the CAs them

selves. The DA now switches to deadlock-detection phase and merges with 

newly incoming DAs as described in the deadlock detection phase.

3. It reaches the point where the CA can not be located. This could be due to 

any of the conditions described in the deadlock detection phase. From the 

DA’s prospective, this is similar to the previous case since at this point this is 

the known root meaning that any further ancestor CA has had its information 

updated.

Once this last step is concluded, the DA will remain at the new WFG root merging 

its information with any newly arriving DAs and waiting for the possibility of new
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ancestor CAs to be created as a result of the root blocking on a new resource or newly 

arrived information. There is always a need to maintain a DA living at the root to 

ensure the continuity of this algorithm as new deadlocks may form without the need 

to have descendant CAs retransmit new DAs periodically to check for the possible 

new deadlock situation.

5.6 Formal D escription

In the following we will provide a pseudo code for the proposed solution as described 

in previous sections. The algorithm is request based hence for every host, CA, DA, 

and IA, there exists a message handling algorithm in order to respond to requests. Re

quests are sent to the entity along with the needed parameters utilizing the “request” 

call.

5.6.1 Variables and Overall Structure

The following are some key variables used with the pseudo code:

R e sA v o id V  Is a vector that carries the list of resources to be avoided in order 

to avoid creating a deadlock. This list is carried by the CAs and updated 

and exchanged with every visiting DA. The resources in this vector are also 

compared to the list of avoid resources carried by visiting DA to determine if 

the DA has new information and should be allowed to move forward.
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M y R e s  V  Vector containing the resources locked by a given CA

D L R esF la g  A flag that is used to indicate if a deadlock resolution phase is in 

progress. Once this flag is set, the CA will not allow any DAs to proceed unless 

the DA is attempting to initiate a deadlock resolution phase and it has a smaller 

id than the current DA which has previously set this flag.

M y R e s A v o id V  Vector of dependant resources compiled by the DA as is traverses 

the waiting CAs and exchanges information with them.

M y V is i tV  Vector carried by the DA that contains the list of CAs visited, their 

location, resource they are blocked on, and the resources the CA owns.

alive  A boolean flag that determines if this DA should terminate.

rcp t A boolean flag used by IAs that is used to determine if the IA should wait for 

a response after it delivers its message.

5.6.2 Algorithms

In the following sections we will present a set of pseudo code algorithms, these algo

rithms are:

H o st R equest H a n d lin g  algorithm describes how the host environment handles 

agents requests including requests to lock/unlock resources and requests for CA 

to block waiting for a given resource.
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C onsum er Agent M ain Functionality algorithm provides the main execution 

loop for the consumer agent. This includes moving to and acquiring new re

sources, blocking when needed to, performing task, then releasing the resources.

C onsum er Agent Request H andling  algorithm describes how the consumer agent 

handles requests that are being sent to it by detector agents or host environ

ment. This includes requests for the avoid list, updating/providing information, 

setting/clearing deadlock resolution flag,...etc.

D etector Agent M ain Functionality  algorithm provides the main execution loop 

for the detector agent. This includes moving towards the root of the WFG, de

ciding if there is a deadlock, and merging with other DAs if found

D etector Agent Deadlock Resolution  algorithm describes the functionality and 

steps taken by the DA to resolve a deadlock cycle. This includes tagging the 

CAs for deadlock resolution phase and starting a leader election to ensure only 

one DA attempts to resolve the deadlock. Then, finally, clearing the flag and 

letting the descendent CAs know not to avoid the newly freed resource.

D etector Agent M erge is the logic that allows detector agents to merge their 

knowledge lists and decide for themselves if they should continue enroute or 

die.

D etector Agent Request H andling  algorithm allows the DA to respond to re

quests sent by other DAs to merge their lists together.

Inform ation Agent M ain Functionality  algorithm is the main execution pseudo 

code for Information Agents. IAs move to the given destination, delivers the
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message, wait for response if they were instructed to do so, and return that 

response back.
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5.6.3 Host Environment

A lgorithm  1: Host Requests Handling

in p u t : operation request oreq, resource id resid , agent identification aid, 
[location info] 

o u tp u t: result result

result <—  denied 
sw itch  oreq do 

case lock
if Resource (resid) .status ^  locked th e n  

Lock {resid, aid)
L result <—  ok 

break 
case block 

B lock(aid)
WQ[resid].enq <—  aid 
result <—  ok
break 

case unlock
if  Resource (resid) .status =  locked &
Resource (.resid) .owner.id =  aid th e n  

Unlock (resid) 
if WQ[resid] 0 th e n  

aid <—  WQ[resid\.deq 
self.request Cock,resid, aid)
GrantResource (aid, resid)

L Unblock(aid)
L result <—  ok 

break 
case resource-info

result <—  Resource (resid) .owner
break 

case update-info
if Resource (resid) .status =  locked A Resource (resid) .owner.id =  aid 
th e n
[_ Resource (resid). owner, lo c a tio n  =  in fo

break 
case resolve

result <—  newIA(aid, in fo , T ru e , remove-res, resid)
GetCA(aid).request (remove-res,resid)
break

otherw ise
L result <—  unknown 

Return (result)
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5.6.4 Consumer Agent (CA)
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A lgorithm  2: Consumer Agent (CA) Main Functionality

REM

inpu t: vector resources, task task

ResAvoidV <—  0 
M yR esV  <—  0 
D LResFlag <—  False 
foreach r  G resources do 

if  r  ^  ResAvoidV  th e n  
MoveTo(GetHost(r))
if HostRequest (lock,r,self)—> denied th e n

/*agent may seek alternate resources at this point or: * / 
HostRequest (block,r,self) 
forall elements G M yR esV  do
|_ new IA (se lf, GetHost (elements), False, update-info, s e lf  .host) 

WaitFor(timeout V ResourceGranted(se£/, r)) 
if  timeout th e n  

new DA (self)
W aitFor(ResourceG ranted(sd/, r))

else
|_ M yR esV  <—  r

P erf ormTask (task, M yResV) 
foreach r G M yR esV  do 

MoveTo(GetHost(r))
HostRequest (unlock, r, sel f)
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A lgorithm  3: Consumer Agent (CA) Request Handling

input : operation request oreq, [vector avoidV], [agent id aid],[resource id 
resid] 

output: result result

result <—  denied 
sw itch oreq do 

case list-update
if avoidV  ^  ResAvoidV  then

ResAvoidV  <—  avoidV  U ResAvoidV  
L result <—  ok 

break 
case list-get

result <—  ResAvoidV
break 

case res-owned
result <—  M yR esV
break 

case blocked-on 
result <—  r
break 

case set-flag
if ->(DLResFlag  A (aid < DLResFlag.aid)) then  

D LResFlag  <—  True  
DLResFlag.aid <—  aid 

L result *—  ok 
break 

case clear-flag
D LResFlag  <—  False
break 

case unavoid-res
Remove (resid, ResAvoidV) 
break 

case remove-res
Remove (resid, M yResV)
Add (resid, resources)
break

otherwise
L result <—  unknown 

_ return result
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5.6.5 D etector Agent (DA)
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A lgorithm  4: Detector Agent (DA) Main Functionality

REM

inpu t: agent curCA

M yResAvoidV <—  0
M yV is itV  {aid, loc, blockedon, owns) <—  0
alive <—  True
newCA <—  0
w hile alive do

if  {{newCA.location ^  0 A curC A .request {list-update, M yResAvoidV) —> 
denied) V (curCA.DLResFlag) V (-iFound(curC'A))) th e n  

alive <—  False 
_ break

M yResAvoidV <—  curCA.re q u e s t(list-get) U M yResAvoidV) 
if Blocked(curC'A) th e n

blockedOn <—  cur C A . r e v e s t  {blocked-on)
MyVisitV.a.dd{curCA, this.host, blockedOn, cur CA. req u est {res-owned)) 
newCA <—  HostRequest{resource-info, blockedOn) 
if  newCA.location —» 0 th e n  

W aitFor{newCA.location ^
0 V ResourceGranted(ciir(7A, blockedOn))

if  ResourceGranted(cwCVl) th e n
alive *—  False 

_ break 
MoveT o {newC A.location)
DAMerge()
if Fo\ind{newCA) th e n  

curCA  <—  newCA  
if  curCA E M yV is itV  th e n  
|_ DeadlockResolution(curC'A)

else
MoveTo {curCA)
DAMerge()
HostRequest{update-info, blockedOn, newCA.aid , 0) 
newC A.location <—  0

else
/ *  CA that used to be here is no longer blocked. * /
alive <—  False
break
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A lgorithm  5: Detector Agent (DA) Deadlock Resolution

input: agent curCA

False
— curCA
— GetPr ev(M yV isitV )
— prev E ntry .blockedon

resolved <— 
targetCA  <- 
prevEntry  
targetRes * 
re p ea t

if  CArequest(curCA, set-flag, self.aid) —*• denied th e n  
r e m  /* Another DA with higher id is doing the job*/

alive <—  False 
else

MoveTo (prev Entry.loc) 
curCA <—  prevEntry.aid  
prevEntry <—  GetPrev(M yV isitV )

u n til ( - 'alive) V (curCA  =  targetCA) 
if alive th e n

HostRequest(resoine, targetRes, targetC A , tar get Res.loc) 
for V visited £ M yV is itV  do 

MoveTo (visited.loc) 
curCA <—  visited.aid 
if Found(cwrC'A) th e n

CArequest (curCA, unavoid-res, targetRes) 
CArequest(curC'A, clear-flag) 

else
r e m  / *Job is done, the rest of CAs have moved on. * /

alive <—  False 
_ break
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A lg o rith m  6: Detector Agent (DA) Merge

REM

REM

D A V  <—  HostRequest(get-DAs) 
for MDA e  D A V  do

/*contact other DAs within this host and merge*/ 
if DArequest(D A,list-m erge, M yResAvoidV, M yV isitV )  th e n  

/*D As belong to the same connected component*/ 
if  DA.aid > se lf  .aid th e n  

alive <—  False 
_ break

A lg o rith m  7: Detector Agent (DA) Request Handling

input : operation request oreq, [vector avoidV], [vector visitV] 
output: result result

result <—  denied 
switch oreq do 

case list-merge
if (avoidV  C M yResAvoidV ) V (v is itV  C M yV isitV )  
then

r e m  /*D As belong to the same connected component, merge*/
M yResAvoidV <—  avoidV  U M yResAvoidV  
M yV is itV  <—  v is itV  U M yV is itV  
if  oreq.owner.aid > se lf  .aid then  
L alive <—  False 

result <—  ok 
break 

otherwise 
L result <—  unknown 

return result,[MyResAvoidV],[MyVisitV]
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5.6.6 Information Agent (IA)
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A lgorithm  8: Information Agent (IA) Main Functionality

inpu t: agent id owner, location dest, boolean rcpt, operation oreq, data msg

MoveTo (dest) 
if rcpt th e n

WaitFor (result <—  desf.request(oreq, owner, msg))
MoveTo(GetHost (owner)) 

else
dest.request (oreq, owner, m sg )

_ result <—  True 
re tu rn  result

5.7 D eadlock D etection  E xam ple

In this section we illustrate the proposed algorithm using a simple example. In this 

example there exists four mobile agent host environments Hi, H2, H3, H4  all of which 

have no relation or pre-assigned priorities. There exists 4 CAs in this system: A, 

B, C, and D roaming in the network and seeking resources to complete their tasks. 

Resources are denoted Ri,R 2 ,...,Rx except in figure illustrations where resources are 

referred to by the notation Rx ĉa) where x  is the resource number and CA is the CA 

holding exclusive lock on this resource. Host Hx contains R7  and R8, H2  contains Ri 

and R2, H3  contains R3  and R4, while H4  contains R5  and Re-

The following sample sequence of events initiates the deadlock situation:

1. A moves to H3  and locks R3
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Host 4 Host 3

Host 1 Host 2

Figure 5.4: Deadlock detection example: deadlock initiation

2 . C moves to H2  and locks R2

3. A moves to H4  and locks R6

4. B moves to Hi and locks R7

5. C moves to H3, attempts to lock R3  and gets blocked

6 . C sends IA to H2, informing it that it is blocked at H3, the IA will also inform

H2  of the trip time it took

7. A moves to Hi and locks Rg

8 . B moves to H2, attempts to lock R 2  and gets blocked

9. B sends an IA to Hi, informing it that it is blocked at H2
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Figure 5.5: deadlock detection logical view

1 0 . A attempts to lock R7  and gets blocked

11. A sends IA to H3, and another IA to H4  informing them that it is blocked at

Hi

12. D moves to Hi, attempts to lock R 7  and gets blocked

As a result, the global wait-for-graph looks like the following:

(A[R3 , R6  , R8], D) -► B[Ri, R7] -► C[R2] -► A

To simplify this example, we will assume that CAs’ maximum wait limit set by

each agent will expire in the following order: D, B, C, A. As a result, a sample sequence 

of events will be as follows:
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1. D starts by creating a DA and sending it to the owner of R 7

2. DA# moves to Hi, locates B, and queries it for the resource it is waiting for and 

for its primary locks and info

3. DAc updates its information table as a result:

Agent H ost Blocked Pri. Locks
B h 2 r 2 Ri, R7

4. DAd then queries the host environment H2  for the information of the owner of 

R,2 ’s primary lock as well as the last know location of it being blocked. The 

response indicates that C is the owner and the last known blocked location was 

at host H3

5. DA# moves to H3 and attempts to contact C

6 . At this time, B times out and decides to send a DA of its own. However, 

realizing that DA# has already passed by and now carries similar info, DAg 

terminates

7. DAd informs C to avoid FR and R 7  in future resource acquisition as long as it 

is still holding its current set of locked resources

8 . DAo queries C for its information and updates its table:

Agent H ost Blocked Pri. Locks
B h 2 r 2 Ri, R 7

C h 3 r 3 r 2
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9. DA/} queries the host H3 for owner and location information. The response

indicates that A is the owner and H] is the last known location for it

10. DAd moves to Hi and attempts to contact A

1 1 . DA/i informs A to avoid R/, R 2 , and R 7  in future resource acquisition as long

as it is still holding its current set of locked resources

1 2 . DA/} queries A for its information and updates its table:

Agent H ost Blocked Pri. Locks
B h 2 r 2 Ri, R 7

C h 3 r 3 r 2
A Hi Rr R3: R'6 j R'8

13. DA/j queries the host Hi for owner and location information. The response 

indicates that B is the owner and H2  is the last known location for it

14. DA/} moves to H2 and attempts to contact B

DA/} realizes it has visited B before. This can only mean that there is a deadlock 

situation involving the agents visited since B was last visited, namely C and A as 

illustrated in figure 5.6. This concludes the deadlock detection phase and initiates 

the deadlock resolution phase.

Although there is a possibility for a race condition that may occur as a consumer 

agent gets blocked but has not yet updated its dependant resources while at that 

time a DA is trying to locate it. This would only happen once as the DA moves back 

to the resource’s location, clears the outdated location information, and waits for 

location update if and when the CA gets blocked. Figure 5.8 illustrates the condition
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R5

RS...

RI R7

Host 4 Host 3

LocJBIockedjPri. Locks 
111  H 2  ™

H 3 [ R 3 .........IR2
H1 jR7 (R3, R6, R8

R?(

Avoid RI, R2 R7

Host 1 Host 2

Figure 5.6: deadlock detected when CA is visited twice

described. This situation will only result in one extra round trip migration for a DA 

between two hosts but will neither affect the efficiency of the algorithm nor will it 

require it to restart.

Now that the detection phase is concluded, DA^ chooses B as its victim CA since 

it was the one where the deadlock was detected at. And since the cycle was created 

due to the dependency of previous agent A on R7, DA# will attem pt to release R 7  in 

order to break this cycle. But first, DAz? must ensure that there are no other DAs 

attempting to detect or break the deadlock at the same time. DA# informs B of its 

priority and that a deadlock resolution is in progress. As a result, B no longer allows 

any detection agents to move forward attempting to detect a deadlock. In addition, B 

will no longer allow any detection agent attempting to resolve the deadlock unless it
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R5

Host 4 Host 3

Agent Loc.iBlockedtPri. Locks
H1 [ R2 R1, R7

R2 "
R3, R6, R8

R7,

Host 1 Host 2

Figure 5.7: Deadlock Resolution: DA chooses victim and clears pending DAs

had a higher identifier than the previous agent. Otherwise, those deadlock resolution 

DAs will be terminated.

DA/) then starts moving backwards utilizing its resources-and-waiting-agents table 

it created. This table will stay valid since the CAs are blocked and unable to move. 

DA/) informs every CA in the list, namely A and C, of the deadlock resolution phase 

which causes A and C to set their “deadlock resolution” flag. When this flag is 

set, new detecting DAs will not be allowed to continue into the cycle and any DAs 

with lower identifier attempting to resolve the deadlock will terminate. Figure 5.7 

illustrates the reverse movement of DA/) in order to clear other DAs from the cycle. 2

2As mentioned in previous sections, it is possible for DA/> to be informed by CA in its reverse 
direction journey of the existence of another DA with higher identifier. In this case DA/) will 
terminate.
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R4

Host 4 Host 3

R?( ►

Host 1 Host 2

Figure 5.8: Outdated location info situation

If DA^i arrives to its starting point B, it can safely assume it is the only DA 

within this cycle. As a result, DA^ informs the host environment H2 of the deadlock 

situation and resolution and provides the ID of victim CA: B, the resource to be 

unlocked: R 7 , and its location: Hi. The host environment reacts by sending an IA to 

the corresponding host environment Hx indicating the deadlock resolution situation 

and requesting the release of B’s exclusive lock on R 7 . If the request succeeded, H2  

then informs B that its lock on R 7  has been terminated as illustrated by Figure 5.9.

Now DAd is left with one final cleanup job in order to remove the deadlock- 

resolution blocks and allow for new DAs to arrive and do their work in the future. 

In addition, it should also remove the resource that has been freed from the avoid 

table of CAs. In doing so, DA# starts moving forwards in a similar fashion to the
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R4

Host 4 Host 3

R1 R2 R*

Host 1 Host 2

Figure 5.9: Deadlock Resolution: resource freed and flags removed

deadlock detection phase however relying on its own data table that represents the 

CAs previously involved in the deadlock. The DA attem pts to contact every CA 

in the list and instruct them to clear the deadlock resolution status and to remove 

the freed resource from their avoid lists. DA^ continues until it informs all the CAs 

in its list or it fails to contact one of the CAs. In the second case, this will mean 

that the CA has already received the resource it was blocked upon and was freed. 

The conclusion of this step indicates the conclusion of the deadlock detection and 

resolution as in Figure 5.9.
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Chapter 6

Analysis

6.1 C orrectness issues

As described in section 2.3, in order to prove the correctness of the proposed algorithm 

we must show that this algorithm fulfills the progress and safety conditions. In the 

following subsections we will provide the necessary proof to the correctness of the 

proposed algorithm.

It should be noted that within this chapter, we will have a special consideration for 

the possible case of deadlocks forming as a result of two or more trees concurrently 

join together as illustrated in Figure 6.1. In this special case we will assume that 

there will always be one last requestor in this sequence (for example, A1 in Figure 

6.1) resulting in the creation of a new root at some point in time within the deadlock- 

formation sequence of events.

92
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A3

A2

\

Figure 6.1: Trees could merge to form a deadlock 

6.1.1 All Deadlocks D etected

In the following we will discuss the progress criteria that is necessary to prove the 

correctness of the proposed solution. These criteria are concerned with the need to 

detect any deadlock within the finite time[37].

Lem m a 6.1.1. A deadlock cycle can only be created by the consumer agent at the 

root of the WFG.

Proof When blocked, a CA can not attem pt to acquire any other resource. That 

situation leaves the only non-blocked CA at the WFG with the ability to attem pt to
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Figure 6.2: Deadlocks can occur only at WFG root

acquire new resources and possibly create a deadlock. This CA can only be the root 

CA of the WFG. □

The situation is illustrated in Figure 6.2 where a deadlock will be formed if this 

root consumer agent tried to acquire and block on a resource owned by a dependant 

blocked agent.

L em m a 6.1.2. A t any given point in time, there can exist a maximum of one deadlock 

in the WFG.

Proof. Since only the root CA can create a deadlock cycle by blocking on a dependant
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resource, there will be no more free CAs in the WFG that can attem pt to acquire 

further resources. Hence, once a deadlock cycle is created, no other cycle can appear 

in the WFG. □

L em m a 6.1.3. I f  a deadlock exists, at least one DA will detect it

Proof. All DAs seek the root of the WFG despite their starting position. Since 

deadlock cycles occur only from the root of the WFG, any DA is bound to reach the 

deadlock cycle given that this DA carries new information no other previously passing 

DA has. □

T h eo rem  6.1.4. All deadlocks are detected.

Proof. By Lemmas 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.1.3. □

6.1.2 No Phantom  Deadlocks

In order to prove the correctness of distributed deadlock detection algorithms, it is 

necessary to satisfy the safety criteria by demonstrating that the algorithm does not 

detect or attem pt to resolve phantom deadlocks.

L em m a 6.1.5. Phantom deadlock can only occur iff two or more DAs attempted to 

resolve the same deadlock.

Proof. Once a deadlock existed, by Lemma 6.1.2, there can only be a maximum of 

one at a time and as a result phantom deadlock can not occur as a result of resolving 

another deadlock. And since blocked CAs can not spontaneously abort or unblock
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hence can not remove any of their edges, that leaves only one possibility for an edge 

to be removed from a deadlocked WFG which is via a deadlock resolution attem pt 

which is the responsibility of the DAs. Hence, unless more than one DA attempted 

to remove more than one edge of the deadlock cycle there is no other possibility for 

a phantom deadlock to occur. □

T h eo rem  6.1.6. No phantom deadlocks are detected

Proof. By Lemma 6.1.5, it is sufficient to prove that no more than one DA can resolve 

the same deadlock. As described in section 5.5 when any DA detects a deadlock and 

prior to resolving it, an election is being done that ensures only one DA will be 

responsible for resolving the cycle. □

6.1.3 Deadlock Avoidance

The proposed solution provides a technique for avoiding known dependent resources. 

It is necessary to prove that post deadlock resolution, the freed resource can be safely 

cleared from this fist.

L em m a 6.1.7. Despite which CA was chosen to release its resource for deadlock res

olution, the freed resource will no longer need to be avoided by other agents belonging 

to the WFG

Proof For any chosen CA that is forced to free one of its resources, the dependant 

agent that was blocked waiting for this resource receives it and becomes the new 

W FG’s root CA. And since only the WFG-root agent is the one capable of creating
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new outgoing edges and acquiring resources while this given resource is still held by 

it, none of the previously ancestor agents - now dependant agents in the new WFG 

- can attempt to acquire this resource until they are unblocked. In this case, it will 

be after the WFG-root agent has finished its task and the resource was freed. Hence, 

this resource is no longer part of known dependency in the graph. □

6.2 C om plexity  A nalysis

From the observations made in this work regarding the behaviour of the single resource 

model in combination with the assumptions of 2PL and the no-spontaneous-aborts 

of blocked agents it can be safely stated that the cost of deadlock detection in the 

proposed solution varies only if a deadlock exists or not. In the following we will look 

at the cost of detection in these two cases as well as the cost of resolving a detected 

deadlock.

6.2.1 D etection Cost in Deadlock-Free Situation

In the proposed solution, the deadlock detection phase requires that for any blocked 

consumer agent, say Cx. that initiates deadlock detection, a detector agent D̂ . will 

be launched and will seek to reach the root of the WFG. If the root was reached then 

Dx will conclude that there is no deadlock and will merge with currently existing 

detector agent(s) in there if any. So, in the worst case, Cx is located at the farthest 

point from the root of the WFG and will have to reach the root with a number of
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Figure 6.3: Cost of Deadlock Detection 

movements < the height of the graph.

O bservation  6.2.1. Let Cr be the Consumer Agent at the root of the WFG, and let 

Cx be a leaf CA. The cost for Cx to detect i f  there exists a deadlock is in the worst 

case equal the distance d(Cx, Cr ) where d is the height of the WFG

6.2.2 D etection  Cost W hen a Deadlock Exists

O bservation  6.2.2. Let C\ —► ... —► Ci-i —»• C* —> ... Ck be a deadlock cycle

of k consumer agents. Let Cx be a blocked consumer agent in the WFG which had 

launched a detector agent Dx and let Ci be the entry point into the cycle for Dx,. The 

cost of deadlock detection is in the worst case equals d(Cx, Ci) + k

In order to understand the validity of this observation, we need to recall the 

proposed solution. In order to detect a deadlock, a detector agent D^ will need to 

visit a given consumer agent, say Q , twice. This can be seen as two phases:
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1. Dx moves from where it was launched by Cx until it reaches the entry point of 

the cycle (7j at a cost of distance d(Cx,Ci)

2. Dx traverses the cycle until it once again reaches the entry point C\ at a cost 

of k moves.

At this point the deadlock will be detected and the resolution phase begins.

6.2.3 Cost of Deadlock Resolution

For deadlock resolution, we need to recall that only CAs involved in the cycle take 

part in the election process to choose and resolve the deadlock.

O bservation  6.2.3. Let Ci be a Consumer Agent involved in cycle C\ —> ... —> 

Ci- 1  —» Ci —> ... —»• Ck- Then the cost of resolving this deadlock is the cost of 

choosing a leader DA to resolve the deadlock.

Electing a leader in a ring is a heavily studied field in the distributed computing 

literature. The proposed solution would require some modifications to the standard 

algorithms to accommodate the mobile agents’ nature and movement. However, com

plexity would still be of similar cost. The following table summarizes some of these 

leader election algorithms that could be used:

Therefore, the best solution known so far requires at most 1.271A;logfc +  0(k)  

movements.
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Table 6.1: Leader Election in Asynchronous Rings

Year Author(s) Complexity* Reference
1977 Le Lann 0( k2) [38]
1979 Chang & Roberts 0(k2) [9]
1980 Hirschberg & S in c la ir 8 k [log k] +  8 k [26]
1981 Dolev et  al . 1.356A;logfc [15]
1982 Peterson 1.44 ft log fc +  0(k) [45]
1994 Higham & Przytycka 1.271k log k + 0 (k ) [25]

*: movement complexity, worst case

6.3 C om parison W ith  P revious Solution

In the following, we will describe some main differences between proposed solution 

and the currently existing solution for detecting deadlocked mobile agents.

6.3.1 Solution Cost Comparison

Table 6.3.1 describes the main differences between algorithm SA for mobile agents’ 

deadlock detection and the proposed solution. In addition to improved resource 

utilization due to the elimination of the need for shadow agents as mentioned in a 

previous section, the proposed solution generally requires less number of detection 

agents to initiate and detect deadlocks. This makes it more efficient in terms of 

resources used.

Algorithm SA’s number of detection cycles varies by the number of resources 

held by the consumer agent in addition to the race condition tha t may occur when 

consumer agent is holding 3 or more resources. This condition has been illustrated 

in previous chapter in more details. The proposed solution however requires only one
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detection cycle despite the number of resources held. Mainly because this solution 

follows the owners of the resources held which is always a one-to-one relation.
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A detection agent in algorithm SA needs to move to the resource held by the 

consumer agent to detect and exchange information with detection agents initiated 

by other consumer agents who are waiting for that particular resource. Afterwards, 

that detection agent returns to its initiating shadow agent to report its findings. 

The same process is required for every resource held by the consumer agent and is 

usually done by cloning detection agents such that there is a detection agent per 

resource. In addition, detection agents may be required to repeat the detection cycle 

if no conclusive results were reached [2]. As a result, in the best case, the detection 

agents will need to do 2 moves per agent (move to resource, move back) creating a 

total number of trips equal to double the number of resources. In the worst case, 

all shadow agents involved will simultaneously initiate deadlock detection cycles and 

each would require more than one detection cycle per agent. This would total to: (2 * 

total number of resource held by total agents involved * number of detection cycles). 

In addition, if there is no deadlock, the detection cycles could repeat infinitely.

The proposed solution on the other hand requires only one detection agent that 

will move upwards to detect if there is a deadlock by following the edge-chasing 

mechanism. If the detection agent failed to detect a deadlock from tracing the owners 

of the resource it is waiting for, then these results are conclusive and the agent would 

wait at the root point of the WFG (which is also the only point where a deadlock can 

be formed) and no further future detection will be needed. If other consumer agents 

simultaneously decided to initiate a deadlock detection cycle, they will be blocked. As 

a result, there is a best case of 1 move required to reach a conclusive result whether 

a deadlock exists that involves the given consumer agent or not.
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6.3.2 Transaction Priorities

The current solution relies on pre-assigned globally unique and comparable priority 

for each consumer agent. This priority value is needed in order for the solution to be 

able to execute. Algorithm SA does not go into detailing how to create and maintain 

this unique priority across all consumer agents in the network. This dependency 

would require global coordination mechanisms to assign and compare priority for 

every consumer agent which does reduce algorithm SA’s real-life applicability.

The proposed solution is a priority-free solution that does not require to have 

priority assignment requirements in order to function. This makes the proposed 

solution more realistic for applications in large networks with many roaming consumer 

agents. In addition, it frees the system from the overhead and processing needed to 

arrange and coordinate the assignment of globally unique priorities for every consumer 

agent which is a burden not currently accounted for in algorithm SA.

6.3.3 M ethodology and D etector Agents

Algorithm SA utilizes the path pushing scheme for detecting deadlocks for mobile 

agents. By doing so, each consumer mobile agent, technically its shadow, launches 

a detector agent for every resource owned in order to initiate the deadlock detection 

cycle. Hence the total needed number of detector agents =  ^ m o c k lT c A ^

The proposed solution builds on the edge chasing principles of deadlock detection.
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By doing so, each consumer agent launches only one detector agent in order to ini

tiate the deadlock detection. In addition, further elimination process takes place for 

detector agents to minimize the number of roaming DAs. Hence, the number of DAs 

used by the proposed solution < Blocked CAs.

6.3.4 Deadlock D etection Initiation

The deadlock detection phase is initiated by algorithm SA as soon as a consumer 

agent is blocked waiting for a resource. In that case, the corresponding shadow agent 

immediately launches detector agents for every owned resource to check for deadlock 

detection information. The design of the algorithm does require that all shadow 

agents involved in a deadlock to launch detector agents in order for this deadlock to 

be detected. This is due to the dependency of each shadow agent and its detector 

agents on the exchange of deadlock detection information with the other agents that 

are blocked waiting or the resource they own.

The proposed solution introduces a timeout mechanism to optimize detector agents 

launching. Since the proposed solution provides autonomy for detector agents to de

tect and resolve deadlocks, there is no dependency on other agents or other detector 

agents. As a result, by having an arbitrary timeout value, it will help avoiding that 

all or many consumer agents will launch detector agents simultaneously which further 

optimizes the number of used detector agents in the system.
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6.3.5 Resource, Computational &: Cost Footprint

As described in a previous chapter, algorithm SA for deadlock detection in mobile 

agents requires a clone of the main consumer/worker agent, namely “Shadow” agent, 

in order to handle the processing required by the deadlock detection cycles as they 

repeat infinitely unless a deadlock is detected. The Shadow agent is also responsible 

for building the global WFG by analyzing and concatenating the information gathered 

by detector agents in addition to analyzing the global WFG to find cycles that denote 

deadlocks.

The proposed solution however does not require the use of a shadow agent since 

the required processing for deadlock detection is rather light and can be directly per

formed by the lightweight detection agents. This approach greatly improves resources 

and processing usage requirements for deadlock detection.

In addition, with algorithm SA once the deadlock detection is initiated, there is no 

way to know if there were no deadlock. As a result, the deadlock detection phase will 

continue to execute nonstop until a deadlock is formed and detected or the resource 

is granted. This processing and repeated deadlock detection cycles carried on by all 

waiting consumer agents can significantly jeopardize the processing capabilities of the 

hosts involved as well as the network resources due to large amount of detector agent 

migrations continuously.

On the other hand, proposed solution is able to conclude if there were or not 

a deadlock in the WFG. It is also capable of knowing where in the WFG a future 

deadlock can form. As a result, only one deadlock detection cycle is needed and in
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the case that there is no deadlock present a DA waits at the point where a future 

deadlock can form.

To summarize:

1. Proposed solution’s resource footprint is less than half the algorithm SA due to 

the elimination of the shadow agent requirement and the need for less number 

of detector agents.

2. Proposed solution’s computations reduce CPU utilization as it does not require 

the building of the global WFG by every consumer agent and analyzing it for 

cycles.

3. Proposed solution also reduces CPU and network utilization due to its capability 

to detect that there is no deadlock and its ability to ‘park’ a DA where a 

deadlock can occur. As a result, there are no repeated deadlock detection 

cycles.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Sum m ary O f C ontributions

In the following we will attempt to summarize the original new work introduced in this 

thesis. The thesis is mainly concerned with developing a new algorithm for detecting 

deadlocked mobile agents. In addition, new ideas were developed while working on 

this new solution.

7.1.1 New Algorithm  For D etecting Deadlocked M obile Agents

This thesis has introduced a new mobile agents solution for distributed deadlock de

tection which applies to detecting deadlocked mobile agents. This solution is based

108
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on the adaptation and enhancement of distributed edge chasing algorithms. In addi

tion, we attem pt to remove the need and dependency on a global preassigned priority 

for consumer agents while taking into account the consumer agents’ movement in the 

network without a pre-set itinerary.

7.1.2 Bounded Cost Solution

The proposed solution is of bounded and predictable cost of movement to detect the 

existence (or nonexistence) of a deadlock. This contribution is of significant impor

tance in comparison to currently existing solution due to the inability of algorithm 

SA to detect deadlock-free situations which forces it to continuously repeat execution 

until a deadlock is formed in the WFG if any. Thus the cost of the existing solution 

is unbounded.

7.1.3 N ew  D etection Paradigm

In traditional probe based deadlock detection algorithms that we are aware of, probes 

do not have the computational power to actually detect or make decisions regarding 

deadlocks. As more modern algorithms started utilizing mobile agents as detection 

probes, they continued to use the traditional frame of mind that relies on the origi

nating transactions/nodes or similar to do the processing. As a result, the detection 

agents’ intelligence is not utilized in deadlock detection decision, instead, the originat

ing transactions are the ones that process data and decide if there exists a deadlock 

and if it should be resolved. Detector agents in these solutions function only as
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enhanced ‘probes’. For example, Krivocapic [36] algorithm for utilizing deadlock de

tection agents sets the responsibility of deciding which DAs to merge as well as the 

decision on deadlock existence to the transactions as they get the information from 

DAs.

In algorithm SA for detecting deadlocked mobile agents [2] the usage of detector 

agents continues to use the same paradigm. Detector agents move to collect informa

tion then return to the originating consumer agent with the data collected. Consumer 

agents are the ones who decide if there is a deadlock and on whom to resolve it.

The proposed solution however utilizes the intelligence capabilities of detector 

mobile agents and allow them to make the decisions on whether there is a deadlock 

and to resolve this deadlock. This paradigm relieves the ‘probes’ from having to 

return and report to originating consumer agents.

7.1.4 Partial Deadlock Avoidance

The proposed solution introduces a partial deadlock avoidance technique that is re

source and computation efficient. The purpose of this technique is not to fully avoid 

deadlock creation which is an expensive task but instead to reduce the possibility of 

deadlock occurrence in the WFG without consuming extra computational power or 

environmental resources. This is achieved by creating an inventory of known depen

dent resources by DAs as they visit CAs on their deadlock detection cycle. This list 

eventually reaches the CA at the root of the WFG which allows it to avoid blocking 

on these dependant resources.
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The technique remains partial because we do not attempt to build a global picture 

of the WFG so it is dependant on the path taken by DAs as they are traveling to 

the root of the WFG gaining knowledge as they go of the waiting CAs and the 

resources they own. In addition, it is always possible for new CAs with their own set 

of dependent resources and CAs to join the WFG at any point adding a new set of 

resources that should be avoided but not yet known to the root CA.

However, this technique guarantees that after a deadlock resolution, no deadlock 

will occur again that consists of the same set or subset of the agents that were part of 

the previous deadlock. In addition, this method would provide full deadlock avoidance 

if the following conditions occurred:

1. No new dependant CAs were added to the WFG,

2. All CAs in the WFG have sent a DA,

3. All DAs have either reached their destination to the root of the WFG or were 

stopped on the way, i.e. there are no DAs left enroute.

In this case the CA at the root of the WFG will have a complete list of dependant 

resources in the WFG that would cause a deadlock if it tried to acquire any of them.

7.1.5 DA Optimizations

In this thesis we have introduced DA optimization techniques that are intended to 

improve on the number of DAs used and the total number of moves in the average 

case.
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DA E lim in a tio n

As described in 5.6 and illustrated in Figure 5.3, DAs exchange their own knowledge 

of waiting CAs and dependant resources with the visited CAs. A given DA is only 

allowed to continue in its route only if it has new information that should be passed 

otherwise the DA is terminated since another DA has already passed carrying the 

same information or more.

The DA elimination serves as a method for optimizing the number of DAs and DA 

movements in the detection phase as unneeded DAs are removed. In addition, if a 

dependant CA sends a DA for deadlock detection which ends-up visiting an ancestor 

CA that has not yet sent its own DA, this CA will no longer need to send a DA since 

all the info it knows has been passed to the visiting DA.

DA In itia tio n  T im eou t

When a CA decides to block waiting for a resource, there is a period of time that 

must elapse first before this CA decides to send a DA to check if it is in a deadlock 

situation. This timeout varies by CA and can be decided at design time or can be 

set as a random value. This serves in further randomizing the creation of DAs within 

a connected component particularly in heavily populated systems where many CAs 

may block simultaneously within one connected component.

This streamlining of DA creation within the WFG allows for more efficient usage 

of DAs information in the average case as DAs will have more time distribution. In 

addition, the variable timeout allows for early stopping of DAs that have similar info
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to what has been collectively gathered by previous DAs.

L im ited  N u m b er o f DAs

Within any given connected component, any CA is only allowed to either send one 

DA or none (as a result of DA elimination previously mentioned). Any given CA will 

never send another DA as long as it is blocked on the same resource. This limits the 

number or DAs to be in worst case equal to the number of CAs but it is expected to 

be much less in average case due to the previously described optimizations.

7.2 Future W ork

There are several research approaches to be followed based on the work completed in 

this thesis. The work and solution proposed here are mainly concerned with propos

ing a new bounded-cost solution for detecting deadlocked mobile agents as well as 

observing the behavior of singe-resource deadlock model.

Providing experimental verification and performance improvement is a possible 

future study area. A simulation for the performance of algorithm SA in average case 

and the possibility for further optimization to the number of DAs and the initiation 

rules is suggested.

Further study into the deadlock avoidance techniques is also suggested as possible 

future work. Designing techniques to better improve the proposed partial deadlock 

avoidance while maintaining small and efficient agents and movement complexity can
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prove to be a challenging task.

The expansion of the proposed solution to other deadlock models like the AND 

model and the OR model is also suggested. The proposed solution along with cur

rently existing solution are mainly reliant on the properties and characteristics of the 

single-resource model. Expanding these solutions and working towards providing an 

enhanced new solution for other models like the AND model is a suggested field of 

study

In addition, further study into the fault tolerance techniques of mobile agents 

particularly in relation to the proposed solution is another suggested future work. 

The field of fault tolerance and black hole detection is a widely known and studied 

field in the mobile agents community today and this work can be applied to protecting 

the consumer and detector agents in the proposed solution.

The proposed solution can also be modified to utilize various leader election tech

niques which can be studied as ways to improve the complexity of the solution.
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